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VOLVO of Oklahoma City               



       OR DOWN.

Special Purchase $37,000Special Purchase $37,000
    mier Plus CONVERTIBLES

POWER RETRACTABLE HARDTOP!
Turbocharged T5 250 HP Performance
5 Speed Automatic / 28 MPG Hwy
Leather Seats (Heated Front)
Power Windows, Locks, Retractable Door Mirrors
Auto Dimmed Rear-View Mirror with Compass
Premium Alloy Wheels

PREMIER PLUS: Keyless Drive, LED Lights,
Rear Park Assist, Home Link, Digital Compass

REMARKABLE SAFETY PROTECTION:
Dynamic Stability & Traction Control
Active XENON Headlamps bend around curves
Blind Spot Information System
Whiplash Protection System
Inflatable Front, Torso & Head Curtains

SAVE $7,325 DOLLARS! Better Hurry.

MSRP $44,325

   1125 N Broadway Avenue, Mid-Town OKC    Call 272.1717    VOLVOofOKC.com
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Oklahoma City Community College Presents

July 18, 2014, 8:00 P.M.
    Visual and Performing Arts Center Theater

Tickets: $35–$45

Purchase online at www.occc.edu/tickets, Box Office 405-682-7579, Oklahoma City Community College, 7777 S. May Avenue

“Mix a bit of Desperate Housewives with Sex 
and the City and Mamma Mia and you’ve got 

the hit, Girls Night, The Musical!” 
—Las Vegas Round the Clock
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“Like” us on facebook
facebook.com/pages/
IonOklahoma-Online

follow us on twitter
@IonOklahoma

Publisher’s Note
Welcome to ion Oklahoma Online, one of Oklahoma’s fastest growing online digital lifestyle
magazines and news-entertainment websites. As everyone knows the Oklahoma economy is
booming and especially OKC. Forbes magazine ranks Oklahoma City as the nation’s eighth-fastest-
growing city, thanks primarily to the thriving energy sectors of oil, gas, and wind power.

Many people who visit Oklahoma City are finding much more than expected in food, restaurants,
unique shopping, architecture, and a variety of entertainment districts to enjoy. 

For example, remember 25 years ago Bricktown was 45 city blocks of abandoned warehouses
and today Bricktown’s music venues, clubs, and OKC Chickasaw Bricktown baseball park, home of
the Houston Astros’ triple –A farm club Redhawks, anchor the nightlife and hotels, restaurants,
and shops.

Today, visitors can enjoy a 40-minute water taxi ride on the canal as it winds its way past mosaic
murals and life-size bronze statues of rough and ready pioneers on horseback and wagon train.

Next the activity on the Oklahoma river located nearby the Bricktown area with its uniquely
designed boathouses is another unexpected attraction for those who enjoy are visiting OKC.

Just north of downtown is the 8 block long stretch known as the historic Automobile Alley where
many of the major automobile dealerships were located in the 30’s and 40’s. Today visitors to OKC
visitors see digital printing shops, art and design studios, restaurants like Red Prime Steakhouse
and Hideaway Pizza, Ad agencies, PR Firms located in the previously abandoned art deco buildings
in years past. 

Also visitors will see coffee shops, like Coffee Slingers, and unique retail stores like Rawhide, for
western clothing, furniture, and accessories, Plenty Mercantile who sell handcrafted gifts and crafts
made by local people in Oklahoma, and nearby Broadway avenue the unique Packard’s New
American Kitchen which was once in the 1920’s the Packard Automobile Dealership in OKC.

Again the area north and west of Automobile Alley known as the Mid Town Renaissance area is
taking OKC visitors by surprise. McNellies’ Pub and Irma’s Burgers located in The Plaza Court
Building, Kaisers, Brown Bakery, and Ambassador Hotel are just a few of the businesses that have
rejuvenated the area along with a lot of new urban condo and apartment housing.

At ion Oklahoma we would like to hear from you and publish your stories about and why Oklahoma
is experiencing so much growth and prosperity. Oklahoma’s economic renaissance has been
impressive at a time in the country when many states are still struggling with sluggish growth. 

Sincerely,
Don Swift
Publisher ion Oklahoma 
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COVER

S amual Curtis of Oklahoma City has a dream,
an ambitious goal to make Oklahoma a center
of the Internet in the United States.

Curtis, co-founder and co-owner of AtLink Services LLC, a
wireless internet service provider headquartered in the former
Lucent Technology plant, wants every residence in Oklahoma—
especially the underserved rural areas of the state—to have access to
broadband, and he wants big industry and the major
telecommunication companies to have a proper place to meet and
connect to one another. He wants Oklahoma to become an
information hub, a powerhouse in the business of selling and
exchanging data bits.
Riding his Harley to the office, Curtis is doing just that. Today,

Oklahoma City is poised to become one of America’s leading data
hubs, and he’s enabling remote areas of the state to connect to the
world, in many ways helping to eliminate the concept of “remote
rural.”
For Curtis, who is part musician, part motorcyclist and all engineer,

the idea started with a simple problem.

ATLINK ORIGINS
Curtis, a licensed engineer specializing in telecommunications

engineering, is a successful manager of the Midwest’s largest
independent wireless ISP, AtLink Services.
Communications is a family tradition in the Curtis genealogy. Sam’s

father, Clayburn Curtis, worked for Southwestern Bell and BellCorp.
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How One Man is Changing the 
Face of the Internet in Oklahoma

by Heide Brandes

Sam Curtis: 
A Pioneer of Communications
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Sam grew up in both Oklahoma City and New Jersey, but returned to
graduate from Choctaw High School when his father was reassigned back to
the Sooner State.
But telecommunications wasn’t Sam’s dream. He majored in music, math,

and physics during college. Although music was his passion, he realized he
needed to “get serious” and look to other lucrative
areas to make a living.
“My dad worked for Southwestern Bell for 20-plus

years, and in 1987, he started his own engineering
firm,” said Curtis. “It was natural that I worked for
him. I gravitated toward telecommunications.”
His father taught Sam the ropes from an early age.

With blood in their veins from the Kiowa and
Cherokee Nations, the Curtis men were also pioneers
in building a communications infrastructure for
several Native American tribes in Arizona, Nevada,
and New Mexico.
Curtis started AtLink in 2005 because his father-
in-law was frustrated with the slow speeds he was
getting from his ISDN connection at his house on a
golf course. 
“My father-in-law was paying $150 a month for

slow internet at home,” Curtis said. “I told him I
could probably order something and put it on the club
house to help him out.”
Sam placed a tower on the club house that would

broadcast a faster internet connection to the houses
nearby. That solution worked well, and soon others
were asking for service. Sam obtained backing from
two Oklahoma independent phone companies—and a
company was born.
Approaching 10,000 customers today, Curtis says he

grew AtLink “one house at a time,” mostly by
referrals. His network of 200 towers includes 32
funded by a stimulus loan-grant from the USDA’s
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act’s program. 
With backing from the AtLink owners, including the

non-regulated subsidiaries of Hinton Telephone
Company and Cherokee Telephone Company, Curtis
and his team are executing a plan to triple the size of
AtLink—customers, income, profits—over the next
eighteen months.
“We buy the data bits directly and then sell to

customers,” said Curtis. “There is no middleman. What we did at my
father-in-law’s place then is what we are doing today all around
Oklahoma.”

Sam Curtis with his wife, Chanda Curtis, and children Amanda,
Jonathan and Andrew.
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“We have an operating plan called Project 80 in
which we will add 80 more towers to our network,” said
Curtis. “We want to boldly go where no modem has ever
gone before.”
AtLink’s chairman, Kenneth Doughty, president of

Hinton Telephone Company, said his company is happy
with AtLink’s growth and its service to rural Oklahoma. 
“For nearly ten years, we’ve looked forward to this

day,” Doughty said. “Our expertise and Sam’s
engineering talents serve residential, commercial, and
wholesale broadband customers, and now our shared
dream of helping create a robust carrier hotel for
Oklahoma is being realized at OKCWorks.”

MAJOR PLAYER
Curtis, who also owns an engineering firm, Specialty

Telecommunications Services, LLC, is strongly
committed to the old Lucent Technologies factory in
western Oklahoma City, now called OKCWorks, and
Curtis is helping the complex’s owners evolve the 1.9
million-square-foot facility into a place where major
internet companies like Google, Facebook, Twitter can
host very large data centers. The Lucent plant at one
time built phone switches and employed nearly 10,000
employees. Today the factory is a fitting place for a new
communications company to flourish.
Oklahoma has several excellent data centers that

would benefit from a meeting point where big business
and big telcos can interconnect, speeding data to each
other and around the world. The absence of a viable
carrier hotel and meeting point in Oklahoma City hurts
the economy of Oklahoma and forces corporations to
look to Dallas or Houston for locating their activities,
Curtis said.
To host a data hub, a company needs space, security,

and infrastructure, including multiple sources for
connections to the internet, electric power, and water.
OKCWorks fits the bill. 
“When you go to Walmart, you can buy a switch or a

router for your home network,” Curtis said. “The switch
really doesn’t do much of anything with data bits,
they’re not processed in any way. Oklahoma City right
now is just such a switch on a bigger scale. Our vision
is to provide Oklahoma City’s first carrier hotel where
connections, peering, and routing are encouraged and

facilitated at a reasonable cost. At a time when the
demand for bits is soaring astronomically, Oklahoma is
being left out of the conversation in many ways.”
Having such space, infrastructure, and management

in place means more connections and options for
businesses. 
Curtis said, “Bandwidth for companies is one of the

biggest costs they have. By providing a major data
center and carrier hotel, we lower costs for everyone,
and we will pull commerce to Oklahoma.”
Curtis is a co-owner of Rack59, a data center at

OKCWorks located in Lucent’s former data center. With
70,000 square feet of space, it’s large enough to handle
the meeting-point requirements of the carriers and to
host corporate and state data processing equipment.
OKCWorks has brought fiber optic cabling into the
building owned by four major service providers,
including the Oklahoma Community Anchor Network
(OCAN), managed by OneNet.
As more fiber is brought in, companies can more

easily connect to one another, building shortcuts in the
internet, making a Netflix connection or a Google
search faster for urban and rural Oklahoma.
Ron Ward, Managing Member of OKCWorks and a

well-known Oklahoma developer, said, “We have leased
the east and west warehouses of this plant to companies
that can make good use of them. The front offices have
been completely upgraded to make available Class A
office space, and that’s filling up fast. Our concept for
the central building, the original Lucent factory, is to
fill the space with large, independent data centers and
IT-related businesses. Large quantities of power,
abundant communication avenues, and secure, strong
buildings make this property a unique opportunity for
large data users.”
For Samual Curtis, that means the future for

Oklahoma’s telecommunications and data centers is
bright. Between running companies and providing
internet across the state, he also makes time for his
busy family and to ride his motorcycle—most recently
down South America.
“This is an intense and interesting time,” he said.

“But I’m always looking for ways to spend more time
with my music.”   n
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Arthur B. Goetze, President of Western Electric,
from the December 10, 1958 

Groundbreaking Speech.

Then…

I might well have been making this talk in any
one of a half dozen other cities, but it’s no
accident I am making it here. When Western
Electric sets out to select a site for a new
plant, I can assure you we don’t go about it by
shooting darts at a map of the United States.
We do so with every intention of becoming
citizens of a community. I can assure you that
Oklahoma City was selected only after the
most conscientious consideration.”
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The site was expanded with additional construction in 1989 (OATS lab, below)
and 1996 (Distribution Center, right).

…and now



EVENTS

T his summer, Oklahoma City gets rowdy
with a new summer music festival that will
bring in some of vcountry music’s biggest
stars in the first city music festival.

OKCFEST 2014, the brainchild of Oklahoma City Mayor Mick Cornett
and civic leader Fred Hall, is expected to attract 30,000 fans per day or
more, proving to the nation that Oklahoma City continues to grow as a
destination city.

From Thursday, June 26 to Sunday, June 29, the sounds of
contemporary and traditional country, rock, bluegrass, jazz, unplugged
singer-songwriter showcases - including exclusive appearances by four
of Nashville’s current top hit song writers - “rock en Español” and
gospel music will reverberate throughout downtown Oklahoma City. 

Ironically, the idea of a major music festival was born from a major
tragedy.

“Last summer, we saw destructive tornadoes, and from that, a major
relief concert,” said Hall, local businessman and coordinator of
OKCFEST 2014. “Mayor Cornett mentioned to me that he thought it
would be neat to be able to do a concert like that every year.”
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2014
Lady Antebellum, Merle Haggard, Dierks Bentley to
perform in inaugural Oklahoma City music festival

by Heide Brandes

Last year, Blake Shelton hosted a benefit concert at the
Chesapeake Energy Arena following the deadly storms that
plagued central Oklahoma in 2013. Hall visited Nashville
following his conversation with the mayor and put the plans
into place. Not only was he able to create a major music
festival for Oklahoma City, he was able to do it in less than
a year.

“This city is very supportive of the vision. This is another
way to put our city on the map for another big thing,” Hall
said. 

On the heels of the success of the OKC Thunder, the
creation of Oklahoma City’s Bricktown and Boathouse
districts, a music festival was the next step for the city.

“A music festival is what Oklahoma City was missing. We
didn’t have a music festival that matched Oklahoma City’s
size,” Cornett said.



FESTIVAL 
LINE-UP
FRIDAY
DIERKS BENTLEY
HEADLINER

Seven albums into one of country music’s most respected and
most unpredictable careers, award-winning singer/songwriter
Dierks Bentley continues to grow. His latest evolution comes in
the form of RISER, a project due early 2014 that stands as his
most personal to date.

MERLE HAGGARD
The word “legend” usually makes an appearance at some point
when discussing Merle Haggard. It’s an acknowledgment of his
artistry and his standing as “the poet of the common man.” It’s
a tribute to his incredible commercial success and to the
lasting mark he has made, not just on country music, but on
American music as a whole.
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GET READY TO ROCK
OKCFEST will be the official kick-off for Oklahoma City’s

Core to Shore downtown park and new convention center.
The musical event features such country stars as Dierks
Bentley, Lady Antebellum, Merle Haggard, Scotty McCreery,
Josh Abbott Band, Randy Rogers Band, Casey Donahew
Band and Kix Brooks

“This event will evolve,” said Cornett. “As this event
grows, it will also reflect the city’s growth.”

OKC Fest will start at 5 p.m. on June 27 at Oklahoma
City’s Downtown Festival Stage. The main stage, which
features nationally-renowned acts, requires tickets for
entry. Ticket prices are $35 per day in advance ($40 day of
show, if not sold out) and $60 for two-day advance passes.
Additionally, many free events will be held throughout the
weekend in downtown Oklahoma City during the festival.  n

Festival headliner Dierks Bentley.



FRIDAY FESTIVAL LINE-UP CONTINUED

CASEY DONAHEW BAND
The Burleson native, (with the help of his wife Melinda,) has painstakingly carved
out an impressive niche for himself on the country music scene over the past
decade, attracting a solid base of loyal fans who flock to his legendary live shows.
Building his career from the ground up one show at a time, he’s managed to
perform on countless stages night after night in front of thousands, topped the
Texas music charts several times, released four albums independently to critical
acclaim, and forged a path all his own through the music scene without the aid or
muscle of a major record label or power-suit
management company.

JOSH ABBOTT
Favoring a style of country music that
owes as much to the band’s native Texas
as the genre’s Nashville headquarters, the
Josh Abbott Band began taking shape in
2004. Inspired by the rough-and-tumble
“Texas country” bands that regularly played
the venue, he started writing his own songs
and playing them at local bars, using
members of his fraternity to form an early
incarnation of the Josh Abbott Band.
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JAIDA DREYER
Jaida Dreyer didn’t grow up intending to become a country music artist, but it’s
clear she was meant to be all along. Her unmistakable voice, bubbly personality,
and eclectic, insightful songwriting scored her a publishing deal with Grammy
award-winning producer Byron Gallimore (Faith Hill, Tim McGraw, Sugarland).
Recently, Dreyer has garnered three song cuts in the ABC hit television series,
Nashville, including “This Town,” which charted Top 10 on the iTunes Country
singles chart.

SATURDAY

LADY ANTEBELLUM
HEADLINER

Since its 2006 inception, the group had risen quickly to become country music’s
most influential current group. Lady A won the Vocal Group of the Year honor from
both the Country Music Association and from the Academy of Country Music three
times in a row. Eight of the band’s singles went gold, with four - “American
Honey,” “Need You Now,” “Just A Kiss” and “I Run To You” - surpassing the
platinum mark. “Need You Now” went on to sell over seven million downloads,
according to the RIAA. Additionally, “Need You Now” claimed five of the trio’s
seven career Grammy wins in 2011, including the all-genre Record and Song of
the Year.
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SATURDAY FESTIVAL LINE-UP CONTINUED

SCOTTY MCCREERY
Earning both a platinum and gold album before turning 20, Scotty
McCreery is poised to become country’s newest superstar. His deep voice
and an irresistible sound create the perfect blend of contemporary and
traditional country. With over 150 live shows under his belt across the
US, Canada and the Philippines, McCreery has become a fan favorite
appealing to all ages. After winning Season Ten of American Idol, Scotty
immediately established himself as one of the hottest new stars in
country music.

RANDY ROGERS BAND
When the Randy Rogers Band’s last project debuted as the most-downloaded country album on
iTunes, plenty of the industry “insiders” on Music Row were left scratching their heads: Who are
these guys? The Nashville elite may not have known about the five-piece band, but much of
America already did. The Randy Rogers Band built its audience by combining forces: It’s a
dynamic live act centered around songs that fit the rowdy, party vibe of the concert circuit, but
their songs also say something.

KIX BROOKS
After spending 20 years as one half of the highest selling duo in the history of Country music,
Brooks & Dunn, Kix Brooks launched his solo music career in 2012. His debut Arista Nashville
solo single “New To This Town” is currently climbing the Country radio charts. Brooks is also the
host of “American Country Countdown” which is an internationally syndicated radio program that
counts down the top 40 country songs of the previous week, and owner of Arrington Vineyards,
located south of Nashville, Tenn.

LUCAS HOGE
Lucas Hoge’s left his humble hometown of Hubbell, Nebraska, with music on his mind. He is a
rising country artist and currently the star of Animal Planet’s 8 part series “Last Chance
Highway.” Lucas also penned and performs the show’s theme song, now available on iTunes.
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J une will be a star-studded month, as
Oklahoma City rolls out the red carpet for
deadCENTER Film Festival 2014.

In its fourteenth year, deadCENTER is Oklahoma City’s annual celebration of
local and national film artists. Each year, filmmakers submit short- and long-
films to qualify for a screening here in the city. This year marks a record for the
festival, as filmmakers submitted more than 1,000 films.

“Oklahoma filmmakers will be a force to be reckoned with at deadCENTER
this year. When the festival began, the majority of the films were by
Oklahomans. As deadCENTER has grown from year-to-year with more and more
quality submissions coming in from around the country and world, we’ve
watched the number of Oklahoma films able to compete for a limited number of
screenings start to decline.  

“We are more than thrilled to see that trend shift some this year and hope it’s
an indication that year-round efforts to promote, encourage and celebrate the
independent film arts is having the intended impact,” said Lance McDaniel,
deadCENTER’s executive director.  
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OKC ROLLS OUT RED CARPET FOR 

F
IL
M

2014
by M.A. Smith



Directors and producers for some of the films entered in
this year’s festival say deadCENTER offers them an
opportunity to step out onto the big stage.

“deadCENTER is an incredible opportunity for local artists
to share their work on a large platform. The arts are
exploding in Oklahoma City, and this film festival is as
important as ever in letting the world know that our city is
full of creative talent of the highest caliber,” said Dave
Tester, director of Nobody: A Journey Through Homelessness.

“The festival is important to Oklahoma City as it draws
positive attention from filmmakers and other industry
professionals around the world,” said Philip Paz, creator and
director of The Messenger. “As an actor I worked on a film
called Running Deer. It screened at deadCENTER in 2013.
This is where I first heard about the festival. It was a lot of
fun and I knew I wanted to be a part Deadcenter in the
future.”

“deadCENTER is important to me personally because it
serves as such fantastic motivation for up and coming
filmmakers. It’s very inspiring to see such great work from
independent filmmakers coming out of not only Oklahoma,
but in general,” said Ryan Bellgardt, director for Army of
Frankensteins. 
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deadCENTER is screening 90 films this year, including
comedies, dramas, documentaries and short films.  

The festival runs June 12 to 15 in Downtown Oklahoma City
and Bricktown. All Access passes are available online for $125
and $75 for students. Pass holders have the opportunity to enjoy
first admissions to all screenings and admission to VIP parties. 

Festival attendees can purchase individual tickets for $10 at
the door prior to each screening.  



Feature movies for
deadCENTER Film
Festival 2014

Aerosmith: Rock for the Rising Sun

Alive Inside

Army of Frankensteins

Before I Disappear

Born to Fly

Children of the Corn

Footloose

Harmontown

Hellion

LaDonna Harris: Indian 101

Last Days in Vietnam

Light From the Darkroom

Nick Offerman: American Ham

Rough Cut

Sewing Hope

Take Me to the River

The Case Against 8

The Dramatics (A Comedy)

The Posthuman Project

The Quiet Philanthropist: 
The Edith Gaylord Story

This Maybe the Last Time

To Be Takei

Thursday, June 12
deadCENTER kicks things off at 5:30 p.m. June 12 with Cocktails

on the Rooftop of the Oklahoma City Museum of Art, 415 Couch
Drive. Live bands and the city skyline will greet pass holders, while
they enjoy complimentary beers, wine and food. 

The party may stop for OKCMOA at 7:30 p.m. But things are just
getting started at deadCENTER. Iguana Mexican Grill is hosting the
after party at its “taco stand down by the railroad tracks” from
10:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. 

Sorry, no freebies here, unless you are a film festival pass holder. 

Friday, June 13
The first full day of events starts with Stella Artois Waffles and

Beer Filmmaker Brunch from 10 a.m. to noon at the OKCMOA’s
second floor Mezzanine. Filmmaker pass holders will plan their tour
for the day, while taking in a Stella and Belgium waffles.

Next, filmmakers have a date with destiny. deadCENTER has
collaborated with Cox Communications to provide filmmakers with
the opportunity to meet with film distributors from across the nation.

The Oklahoma Film and Music Office will host a get-together for
festival attendees and filmmakers from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. at the
IAO Gallery, 706 W Sheridan Avenue.

The last event of the evening is the Friday Night Film Row Frolic.
Film screening starts at 10:30 p.m. Late night thrill seekers can
enjoy an after party from 10:30 to midnight at Paramount Lot, N
Lee Avenue.
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Saturday, June 14th
Saturday features several family and child friendly events. 
deadCENTER’s Kid’s Fest features free films just for

children and runs from 10 to 11 a.m. at the Myriad Gardens’
Terrace Room and 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Myriad’s Children’s
Garden.

Kid’s Fest features a party just for children, face painting,
a magic balloon artist and snow cones. Children’s activities
are free and open to the public, no passes required.

Next stop on the tour is more for adults. Stella Artois is
celebrating Happy Hour from 5 to 7 p.m. at Fuzzy’s Taco
Shop, 208 Johnny Bench Drive in Bricktown. 

Myriad winds down the evening with an outdoor concert
from 11 p.m. to midnight at the Myriad Gardens Water
Plaza. Local food and drinks is provided by Oklahoma’s
landmark Ice House. 

Sunday, June 15th
All good things must come to an end. deadCENTER closes

up shop with the Closing Night After Party from 10:30 p.m.
to 1:30 a.m. at Flint, 15 N Robinson Avenue.

The party is open to the public and features
entertainment, beer, wine, food and, of course, salutations
to new and old friends.   n





ART

A rtists have long found the
country’s national parks enticing
havens for artistic inspiration.
Their paintings and sculptures

have provided a gallery of emotional and
compelling viewpoints on nature and
wilderness as they portray these locales in
oils, watercolor, pastels and acrylics,
bronze, marble, wood and glass.

Susan Hallsten McGarry, author and former editor of
Southwest Art, will present a seminar titled
“Contemporary Interpretations of the National Parks”
June 13, 2014 during the 41st anniversary of the Prix
de West Invitational Art Exhibition and Sale at the
National Cowboy & Western Heritage Museum.
Using scenes from

paintings inspired by eight
national parks as a
backdrop for her talk,
McGarry will share her
experiences and lessons
learned while writing her
award-winning book, Art of
the National Parks: Historic
Connections, Contemporary
Interpretations.
The eight parks featured

in her presentation include
Yellowstone, a volcanic
wonder in Wyoming,
established as the first
national park in 1872.
Other parks are Grand

Teton, northwestern Wyoming; Yosemite, east central
California; Grand Canyon, near Flagstaff, Arizona; Zion,
southwestern Utah; Rocky Mountain, north Central
Colorado; Acadia, off the coast of central Maine; and
Everglades, in the southern tip of Florida. 
McGarry interviewed 69 artists; seven of whom are

Prix de West artists. Each artist in the book revealed
his or her personal experiences of being inspired by
these wilderness settings to create art. The themes of
nature and wilderness are woven skillfully throughout
the profiles.
The book received the Gold Medal as the best fine art

book for 2014 by the Independent Booksellers of
America. Included in the competition were books
featuring the art of such prestigious museums as the
Whitney, Getty, Toledo and the Vatican.
McGarry will focus on three aspects of nature and
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THE NATIONAL PARKS
Treasure Troves of Artistic Inspiration

by M. J. Van Deventer
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wilderness in her seminar: the parks as an inspiration
for creating art, as a source for nurturing artists’ souls;
and as a thought-provoking concept that reveals our
place in the universe. 
Among artists featured in the book who are also Prix

de West participants are Clyde Aspevig, Scott
Christensen, Ralph Oberg, Sandy Scott, Jim Wilcox,
Skip Whitcomb and Curt Walters. Among those,
Walters is best known for his numerous portrayals of
the Grand Canyon and for his work with the Grand
Canyon Conservancy, which strives to maintain the
canyon as a pristine environment for enjoying and
experiencing the awesome beauty of nature. Of those
seven, Walters, Aspevig, Christensen and Wilcox are
all previous Prix de West Purchase Award winners. 
“It is no surprise that artists who specialize in

depicting landscapes and animals have an enhanced
appreciation for being in nature,” said McGarry.
She found artists see nature as a place for solace and

escape, a place to nurture their soul, a touchstone, a
place to be empowered. 
“It’s where I go to fix myself,” said Carl Waters while

Ralph Oberg noted “the frightening beauty of nature’s
highpoints is truly sublime - at those moments I feel

small and humbled, yet spiritually expanded.” 
“The phenomenon of going into nature to gather

information is not a new concept,” McGarry said. “For
prehistoric artists, it was common to draw or etch
experiences on stone walls in caves or canyons.
Although the virtues of gathering information in nature
have ebbed and flowed over subsequent centuries, the
most ardent advocates emerged in the 19th century
when the French Impressionists saw painting outdoors
as an opportunity to explore the optical phenomenon of
conveying light through juxtaposed colors.
With that impetus and the subsequent popularity of

impressionism in the United States, plein air painting
(painting outside) has become not only a means of
information gathering for studio paintings, but an art
form in and of itself that is attracting painters across the
country, as well as increased appreciation in galleries
and museums, she said.
For all the artists, being in nature is where the flame

of inspiration is ignited. 
“But that fire has to burn even more brightly in the

studio, a crucible where ephemeral experiences are
made concrete through clay or paint. It is important to
understand that artists are workers. What most of the



studios have in common, are accoutrements that
stimulate the imagination,” McGarry said.
Sandy Scott built a mammoth Wyoming

workplace where she creates monumental, as
well as smaller-scaled sculptures, while
enjoying a second studio in the wilderness of
Canada’s Lake of the Woods, where she
encounters many of her subjects. Both settings
are vastly different from her previous studio in
Loveland, Colorado, a cherry canning factory
she transformed into her home and studio.

Curt Walters basks in a global array of
antiques and Persian carpets collected from his
travels around the world. Ralph Oberg looks out
to Mount Sneffels in the San Juan Mountains.

If on location is where artists pursue ideas, the studio
is where they comingle the intensity of those ideas with
a lifetime of experiences.
“Preparation is the key to orchestrating paintings that

maximize thought and subtle relationships,” Skip
Whitcomb said. “My studio is an inviolate sanctuary of
meditation and work.” 
“In the studio, I interpret ideas, tapping into

something deeper,” Clyde Aspevig said.
Artists continually grapple with the issue of leaving

their nature paintings pristine and accurate or adding
people to the scene they have created.  Scott
Christensen said that while it is personal memories that
inspire him, “once I release a painting into the world, I
want it to take the viewer to a place where he or she
wants to go.”
“There is so much in nature that reminds us how

small we are,” he said. “Wilderness can be a friend or
just as easily a foe. These subtle juxtapositions speak to
me, and I listen to them.” 

Oberg’s perspective recalled his past five decades
of “scrambling over more ridges and summits around
the globe than I can count. The national parks and
wilderness areas remind us that happiness is a by-
product of being connected to the peace and quiet,
wonder and beauty, cycles and seasons of the natural
world.” 
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Companion experiences to McGarry’s national parks
perspective include an opening seminar at 9 a.m.
June 13 titled Western Skies: Our Unique Wild
Weather, presented by Don Reeves, the Museum’s
McCasland Chair of Cowboy Culture. The diversity of
the western skies is a frequent subject for artists’
paintings featured at the Prix de West.

Edna Mae Holden, an attorney and wife of Prix de
West signature bolo artist Harold Holden, will
moderate a panel discussion on pack trips as another
inspiration for art June 14 at 9 a.m. Artists sharing
their experiences on pack trips, some enjoyed in
national parks, include Bill Anton, Tim Shinabarger
and Matt Smith.
For additional information about the Prix de West

exhibition and various events during the opening
weekend, call 405-478-2250. The exhibition and sale
runs through August 3, 2014.  n



ART
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M aurice Ferris has been called a magician,
but he doesn’t work with top hats,
rabbits or beautiful assistants who act as
if they’ve been sawed in half. He offers no

sleight of hand or secret card tricks with his work.
Instead, he uses an artistic ability that allows him to restore

high-end paintings, china, fine statues, crystal and much more.
His skill and techniques put him into the shoes of the original
artist as he pieces together broken or torn objects that, when
finished, look like new.
In one case, Ferris’ work

was almost too good.
“I had a client who owned

an Oriental grandfather clock
that was done in black
lacquer with Oriental
characters all over it. It had
been stored in a garage with
no heat or air-conditioning
protection and most of the
lacquer was chipping off,” he
recalled.
Still, enough of the design

existed allowing Ferris to
sketch it on paper and later
onto the clock itself.
“It took me six months to complete. When I was finished and

delivered it to the owner, the appraiser who had originally
contacted me said I made it look too new,” he said, with a smile.
Typically, Ferris works on high-value items such as a Majolica

nativity scene priced at $45,000, but he doesn’t disregard the

THE WARLOCK OF ARTWORK
Maurice Ferris restores priceless works of art

by Tim Farley

Maurice Ferris at work in his studio
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sentimental objects that are of little monetary value, yet
carry priceless memories for some of his customers.
Regardless of the job, Ferris puts the same amount of

time and attention into every object he restores.
“I had one lady who brought a dinner plate that had

been broken into three pieces. She said it was
important because she had plates from the other 49
states and this would round out her collection,” he said.
“I found out later she could have ordered a new one for
less than she paid me.”
Since Ferris works out of his northwest Oklahoma

City home, his living room and dining room serve as a
gallery and showroom while his converted garage is
used as a workshop. Although Ferris has worked as an
art restoration expert since 1986, he’s content to stay
where he is and not expand – at least for now.
“The first year I was in business I averaged about

$150 a month, but if you bring me something today I
probably can’t get to it for five weeks,” he said. 
The reason for the long delay is his work outshines

any competitors, although Ferris himself won’t say that.
However, he does acknowledge that his restoration
projects – for some unknown reason – never reflect the
tears or damage that was done before he received them.
“Anything that has been restored, the restoration

portion, will show up under a black light, but my work
will not show up. I don’t know why. Maybe it’s by
happenstance,” he said.
Yet, Ferris claims his success as a restoration guru

has come the old-fashioned way through trial and error.
“Over the years, I’ve had artists and manufacturing

suppliers give me tips. In the beginning when I ran into

a problem, I would call a supply house and they would
suggest different things for me,” he said.
Possessing an art background hasn’t hurt either.

Ferris earned an art degree from the University of
Oklahoma.
“You have to have some art ability and some

mechanical ability,” he said. “To restore a painting, you
have to be able to paint. To restore a sculpture, you
have to be able to sculpt a finger or arm that was
broken off. I really enjoy what I do.”

Lost fortune
Ferris’ success in art restoration might not have

occurred if not for the 1980s economic bust and the
collapse of Penn Square Bank.
At the time, Ferris and his father were operating a

$20 million company that had holdings in real estate,
shopping centers, restaurants, banks and theaters. Like
many other executives, Ferris went from millionaire to
the unemployment line.
At the time, art restoration was nothing more than a

hobby that eventually turned into another successful
business.
Ferris’ hobby actually started more as a challenge

from his father-in-law when a collection of bisque
statues fell from a shelf and shattered.
“The statues were in a big pile and they were

expensive pieces,” he recalled. “But then I started
looking at them and saw a little hand and then an arm
and I thought these would go together. I remember my
father-in-law telling me ‘you can’t do that’ and that was
I needed.’”
Within one week, Ferris had restored all the statues. 
“That’s how I started doing this,” he said.
Almost 20 years later, two of the larger statues sold

for $35,000 each at Sotheby’s auction house in New
York City.
After proving his father-in-law wrong, Ferris found

himself restoring a few items for $20 each. Now, about
80 percent of his business is repeat customers, but the
charge is no longer $20 for the magic he performs.
For more information, visit

www.artandantiquerestorations.com n
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U.S. SENIOR OPEN

O ak Tree National will provide a
“great test of golf” when the
Senior U.S. Open Championship
comes to Edmond next month

with 156 of the world’s top players.

Among that group are reigning U.S. Open winner
Kenny Perry, Hall of Famer Fred Couples and five other
previous U.S. Senior Open winners - Roger Chapman
(2012), Bernhard Langer (2010), Peter Jacobsen (2004),
Hale Irwin (1998, 2000) and Graham Marsh (1997).

In addition, Oak Tree will be represented by some of
its own members including Gil Morgan, Bob Tway, Scott
Verplank and Willie Wood. However, the home course
advantage may not have as much benefit as expected.

by Tim Farley

Bernhard Langer reacts to his shot.



“You can know a golf course, but if you don’t have a good
golf game, it doesn’t matter much,” Tway said during the May
5 U.S. Senior Open Media Day at Oak Tree National.

Tournament week begins July 7 with three practice rounds.
July 8 has been designated as Military Appreciation Day,
which allows all active duty personnel to enter free. The first
round gets under way on July 10 with the final round set to go
off July 13.

“This is the most prestigious tournament on the Senior
tour,” said tournament director Jeff Ewing. “It will be a great
week for Oklahoma. Already this year, we’ve hosted three NCAA
championships in Oklahoma City and of course the Thunder is
doing great. It will be a wonderful week of golf and a great

opportunity to showcase Oak Tree once again with its rich
history.”

Oak Tree hosted the 2006 Senior PGA and since then the
course has been upgraded to meet United States Golf
Association (USGA) standards. Oak Tree last hosted a USGA
event in 1984 when Verplank won the U.S. Amateur
Championship.

“It will be a great test of golf,” Ewing said, of the course
improvements.

Other players who have committed to play include Vijay
Singh, U.S. Open runnerups Colin Montgomery (1994, 1997,
2006), Rocco Mediate (2008), Jeff Sluman (1992) and Tom
Lehman (1996).
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Vijay Singh



“They may be 50 and over, but these guys can still play,”
Ewing said.

That was never more evident than last month when
Montgomery, now 51, shot a final round 6-under 65 for a
four-stroke victory over Tom Watson, 64, to claim the Senior
PGA Championship at Harbor Shores golf course in Benton
Harbor, Mich. The victory was Montgomery’s first as a Senior
player, his first in seven years and his first in an official
event in the United States. It was his fifth attempt to win a
Senior major, something he failed to accomplish in 71 major
tournaments in his regular PGA Tour days.

Showing off Sooner style
Visitors from 40 states and three foreign countries will be

among the 140,000 fans expected to attend the tournament.
Translated into monetary terms, the tourney should bring
more than $15 million into the Oklahoma City and Edmond
economies.

“Everybody is gearing up and the hotels are filling up,”
Ewing said, of the tournament preparations. “This is when it
all comes together. We want to thank everyone in Oklahoma
and beyond for their support and enthusiasm. Together we
are poised to stage the most significant special event in
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Gil Morgan, right.
Bob Tway, below.



U.S. SENIOR OPEN CHAMPIONS
1980: Roberto De Vicenzo, Winged Foot G.C. (East Course),

Mamaroneck, NY
1981: Arnold Palmer, Oakland Hills C.C. (South Course),

Birmingham, MI
1982: Miller Barber,Portland (OR) G.C.
1983: Billy Casper, Hazeltine National G.C., Chaska, MN
1984: Miller Barber, Oak Hill C.C. (East Course), Rochester, NY
1985: Miller Barber, Edgewood Tahoe G.C., Stateline, NV
1986: Dale Douglass, Scioto C.C., Columbus, OH
1987: Gary Player, Brooklawn C.C., Fairfield, CT
1988: Gary Player, Medinah (IL) C.C. (No. 3 Course)
1989: Orville Moody, Laurel Valley G.C., Ligonier, PA
1990: Lee Trevino, Ridgewood C.C. (Center and West nines),

Paramus, NJ
1991: Jack Nicklaus, Oakland Hills C.C. (South Course),

Birmingham, MI
1992: Larry Laoretti, Saucon Valley C.C. (Old Course), 

Bethlehem, PA
1993: Jack Nicklaus, Cherry Hills C.C., Englewood, CO
1994: Simon Hobday, Pinehurst (NC) R. & C.C. (No. 2)
1995: Tom Weiskopf,Congressional C.C. (Blue Course), 

Bethesda, MD
1996: Dave Stockton,Canterbury G.C., Beachwood, OH
1997: Graham Marsh, Olympia Fields (IL) C.C. (North Course)
1998: Hale Irwin,Riviera C.C., Pacific Palisades, CA
1999: Dave Eichelberger,Des Moines G. & C.C., 

West Des Moines, IA
2000: Hale Irwin,Saucon Valley C.C. (Old Course), Bethlehem, PA
2001: Bruce Fleisher,Salem C.C., Peabody, MA
2002: Don Pooley,Caves Valley G.C., Baltimore, MD
2003: Bruce Lietzke, Inverness Club, Toledo, OH
2004: Peter Jacobsen, Bellerive C.C., St. Louis, MO
2005: Allen Doyle, NCR C.C. (South Course), Kettering, OH
2006: Allen Doyle,Prairie Dunes C.C., Hutchinson, KS
2007: Brad Bryant,Whistling Straits, Kohler, WI; Entries 2,615
2008: Eduardo Romero,The Broadmoor (East Course), Colorado

Springs, CO
2009: Fred Funk,Crooked Stick G.C., Carmel, IN
2010: Bernhard Langer, Sahalee C.C., Sammamish, WA
2011: Olin Browne, Inverness Club, Toledo, OH
2012: Roger Chapman, Indianwood G.C.C., Lake Orion, MI
2013: Kenny Perry, Omaha C.C., Omaha, NE

Courtesy of usga.org
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Edmond this summer.”
Oak Tree and the 156 players will be highlighted

to the world as the tournament will be broadcast to
more than 100 countries including live coverage on
ESPN and NBC. The field will be cut to the lowest 60
scores, including ties, after the completion of the
second round.

ESPN will handle the broadcasting duties for the
first and second rounds while NBC will take over for
the final two rounds on Saturday and Sunday.

Visit www.2014ussenioropen.com for complete
tournament details.  n

Kenny Perry, above.
Fred Couples, left.
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T hree consecutive sellout crowds at OKC Energy FC
games is a good indication local soccer fans are
enjoying the first-year team, which is part of the United
Soccer League Pro division.

Mid-America University soccer player Seth Barton and girlfriend Ariel Rogers
were at their first game May 17 when the Energy lost to third-place Richmond, 4-1.

“We wanted to check the team out and see the atmosphere,” said Barton, who
is a junior outside midfielder at Mid-America. “It’s a big deal. It’s going big time
in Oklahoma City. It’s a must to come back.”

Rogers, meanwhile, said she likes the environment at Pribil Stadium, which
also is the football and soccer field for Bishop McGuinness High School. Energy
FC will play at the legendary Taft Stadium next season.

“It’s very nice here,” Rogers said. “I like the stadium and the field is beautiful.
You also see all of these people walking around in green Energy t-shirts. It’s fun.”

Yadira Sanders was with her husband and children when she stopped to talk to
ionOK. Sanders said she was at the May 17 game to support Energy backup
goalkeeper Ray Clark, a Norman native, and one of two Oklahomans on the team.

“This team is really good for the city. Win or lose, we’re still going to come,” she
said.

That’s a good attitude since Energy FC’s record dropped to 2-6 that night. The
team won two of its first three games, but then lost five in a row.

Erica Hostetter, a college player at Northwestern Oklahoma State University in
Alva, was with her mother at their first Energy FC game.

“It’s pretty cool and I can learn from the pros,” she said, with a smile. “Plus,
it’ll bring money into the local economy.”

Season-ticket holder Phil Robins, a former U.S. Marine once stationed in Spain,
became a soccer fan when he was overseas and saw the likes of European great
Johan Cruyff play with the Barcelona team in the 1970s.

FANS WEIGH IN ON OKC ENERGY FC
Local Soccer Fans Line Up for First Year with Sell Out Crowds

by Tim Farley

Ariel Rogers
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“Actually, I was a kid from Oklahoma who
played baseball and football. Then, I saw the
game played in all its beauty by guys like
Cruyff. It’s not that brand of soccer here, but
I’ll support it because ultimately I want to
see the MLS (Major League Soccer) come
here,” he said.

While he’s supportive of Energy FC, Robins
said the team isn’t playing with the skill and
determination needed to win.

“They’ve got heart and they’re playing
hard,” he said. “They will lose pure soccer

fans unless they bring in one really great
player. But I’m an Oklahoma City boy so I’m
sticking with them.”

Energy FC head coach Jimmy Nielsen and
his team have to be thankful fans are still
attending games despite losing three
straight homes matches.

After the May 17 loss, Nielsen praised the
Oklahoma City fans for sticking with the
team during the losing streak.

“It’s killing me inside we can’t reward our
fans for their tremendous support,” he said.

RB Bruce, a soccer fan for life, attended
the first three home games as a way to help
Energy FC gain a “foothold” in the
community.

“The team resembles Oklahoma City. They
might not be perfect but they won’t quit
trying. They fight for 90 minutes. Plus, the
bagpipes aren’t bad, either,” he said, with a
smile.

After three home games, Energy FC had
drawn 12,006 fans. Capacity of the newly
renovated Pribil Stadium is 3,741.  n

Erica Hostetter

Phil Robbins

Yadira Sanders

RB Bruce
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F or all practical purposes, English-
born Mo Boreham fought his way
out of the baby crib kicking a
soccer ball.

Boreham has played, coached or trained others on
two continents to play the world’s most popular sport
during the last six decades. Now, he’s not doing any of
that. Instead, Boreham has moved off the field and
into the radio broadcast booth as the color
commentator for all OKC Energy FC games. He partners
with play-by-play announcer Jack Damrill, who is a
nationally-licensed referee, as the team’s dynamic
broadcast duo.

Like players and coaches, color commentators have
their own set of challenges. For Boreham, he had to
eliminate foul language – which is almost a
requirement in the pro soccer ranks. He also had
to remember he’s a broadcaster and no longer
a coach.

“Swearing is almost like a second
language in football. I had to be aware
of not saying the F-bomb. You just
can’t do that on the radio,” Boreham
said. “I also had to remember I’m
on the radio and not on the sideline
as a coach. I would get so involved
in the game that afterwards Jack
and I would talk and he would
point some things out to me.”

Energy’s Commentator Keeps It Candid
English-born Mo Boreham lends his voice to 

Oklahoma City’s soccer team

by Tim Farley
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Although he works for Energy FC, Boreham remains candid
in his analysis of the team’s performances.

“I say it as I see it,” he said. “I can’t avoid being truthful
even if the Energy players mess up. I’m quite happy with
being honest, although I do lace that honesty with some
diplomacy.”

Boreham is discovering that his foray into broadcasting is
reaping some rewards.

“Without boasting, people are saying they love my
comments,” he said. “I try to throw some humor in there too
and be a little bit funny,” he said, with a smile.

But it’s not just game days when Boreham and Damrill are
busy. There’s plenty of prep work and interviews with players
ahead of the matches. There’s also the midweek radio show
that features head coach Jimmy Nielsen and two players.

“It’s not something you can just go in and chat. You have to
know the players, talk to them during the week and be able to
discuss different philosophies of football,” he said.

Appreciating the game
As a European player who later coached in the United

States, Boreham contends many American soccer fans don’t
have a complete understanding of the game. American sports
fans want touchdowns or baskets, and lots of them. That isn’t
the case in soccer.

“Sometimes, there won’t be a goal the entire game, but I
can appreciate that from a tactical point of view. Those nil-nil
matches can be fabulous. Don’t get me wrong. I like to see
goals, but I can also enjoy the zero-zero game as well. A
soccer purist can enjoy the game because of the skill that has
been shown,” he said.

Educating the casual American soccer fan about the game
and some of its terminology is one of Boreham’s goals, and
the radio broadcasts provide him the perfect forum.

For instance, cleats or studs are known as rubbers in the
rest of the world. In addition, American cleats are boots
elsewhere and the field is really the pitch.

“The biggest thing American fans have to realize is players
who are out there are on their own for 45 minutes. There are
no timeouts like in your football or basketball,” Boreham said.

While Boreham obviously is a soccer purist, his two grown
sons – Keith and Gary – are avid football and basketball fans.

“They’ll be talking about this NFL player or that NBA player

and it drives me ape——,” Boreham said, with a laugh.
“They’re a bit of a Philistine.”

Playing days
Boreham was picked up by an England pro team at age 14,

but he knew the long road ahead.
“Eighty percent are let go, but the beauty of English soccer

is those 80 percent can move into the semi-pro leagues.
There, you get $50 in boot money under the table. If you’re a
top player on an amateur side, you could get 200 pounds a
week,” he recalled.

Finally, at age 28 Boreham realized he wouldn’t become a
world-class player so he turned to coaching.

“I went through me licenses in England and started
managing a team called Wembley Town and made myself a
player-coach. It took only six months to figure out that was a
mistake,” he said.

Through the years, Boreham coached at London’s Center of
Excellence soccer academy and later at several North
American soccer camps. After arriving in the U.S. in 1991,
Boreham coached in large cities like New York, San Francisco
and Dallas. He moved to Oklahoma in 1991 after being hired
as director of coaching at Frontier Country Soccer Association.

Over the years, he’s also led coaches’ clinics, which he
believes can be more productive than coaching one group of
players.

“If I can coach 20 lads who are coaches and they’ve got 10
kids each then I’ve impacted 200 players. That’s better than if
I coached just one team,” he said.

But for now, Boreham’s job takes him off the field and into a
higher place – literally.

“I love being in the press box. I love the radio. It’s a new
lease on life. I love meeting people and love talking to
people,” he said.

That, by itself, makes his new job a lot easier.   n







TECHNOLOGY

Y ou just tied the knot and are still getting
settled into your new place, so keeping
things interesting can be both exciting
and easy by incorporating technology

into your everyday life. Whether it’s having fun
doing the dishes together or keeping your to-dos
organized, technology can be useful in any
aspect of your life.

PLANNING MEALS TAKES BOTH TIME AND PRACTICE. The Big
Oven app is available to make the whole process easier. Big
Oven helps you take recipes and shopping lists on-the-go for
easy access from a smartphone or tablet. Search through an
extensive database to find new recipes to add to your own
collection, and even plug in your leftovers to create a whole
new meal and not waste any groceries.

When everyday
chores get boring,
let music make even
the most mundane task
enjoyable. The Logitech UE
Mini Boom Bluetooth speaker
can even turn doing the dishes into
a dance party. The speaker connects to
your phone via Bluetooth technology and will not only play
music, but also allows you to make and receive phone calls. 

Have you ever wondered what your children or pets are doing
while you’re away from home? If so, the Belkin Net Cam HD is
a great tool to let you keep an eye on your family. The Belkin
Net Cam not only allows you to keep track of your family, but
with the two-way speaker, you can even talk to them – all on
your smartphone!

May your Life as a                           .

be Filled with Joy and Technology
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LIFE AS A NEWLYWED can be quite hectic,
and there are times where you feel like you
could use a personal assistant to keep
organized. The Astrid app is a great tool to help
manage your hectic schedule, shopping lists or making sure
your new spouse remembers the new in-laws’ birthdays.

As newlyweds, you are constantly trying to save money ,
whether it’s for new furniture, or your next exotic vacation. A
smart way to save every day is by installing a new thermostat,
the Nest. The Nest can be controlled remotely through your

smartphone or tablet, regardless
of where you find yourself,

by connecting to your
home’s Wi-Fi system.
Keep it off during the
day, then turn it back
on just before you
head home to ensure

a comfortable home at
a low cost.

If you’re on your phone throughout the day and always
seem to worry about your battery life, make sure you keep a
Mophie PowerStation close to ensure that you always have the
charge you need to last through the day – or night. The
Mophie has two USB ports that can charge almost any device,
and is easily taken with you anywhere you go. 

With technology, your newlywed
life can be easier and less hectic.
Now spend more time enjoying each
other and less time fretting about
tasks and bills.  n



FASHION
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Above: Antonio Melani high-waisted two-piece, 
available at Dillard’s.

Left: OndadeMar animal print bikini with cover up,
available at Liberte. (Photo by Shevaun Williams)

Swimwear trends 
make a splash

PROCRASTINATING DOESN’T MAKE IT ANY EASIER.
Pull back your shoulders, stand up straight and head

into the dressing room.

It’s time to try on swimwear.

If it’s any consolation, this summer’s styles may make

the experience a little easier. These suits are pretty

tempting and flattering to most body shapes.

Choose from nautical stripes in both one and two-

piece styles. Crochet and lace add coverage and

interest. High-waisted bottoms give a glamorous nod to

the past. Neons grab attention. Cut-outs are bold and

sexy. Other trends include bustier tops, ruffles,

macramé, fringe, art-inspired prints, classic black and

white and florals.

So, take the plunge. The water’s fine.

— Linda Miller
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Clockwise from right:

OndadeMar tropical print halter one-piece with
back strap, available at Liberte. (Photo by
Shevaun Williams)

Kenneth Cole crochet suit with plunge halter,
available at Dillard’s.

Profile Blush by Gottex bikini with bustier top,
available at Dillard’s.

OndadeMar paisley halter one-piece, available
at Liberte. (Photo by Shevaun Williams)
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Book Buzz
SUMMER ‘TUDE

by Lucie Smoker

Smartphone at your fingertips? iPod in your pocket? Why not take books to the
pool, Keystone Lake, or a ledge on Quartz Mountain this summer? 

You can download a free Kindle, BlueFire, Kobo, iBooks, Audible or iTunes
app to get started. Here are some firebrand Oklahoma YA reads to consider for
a teen—or for yourself.

SHORTS FOR THE PHONE:
Mythology High by Jammie Kern, Diana Rodriguez Wallach and Magda Knight
Imagine a paranormal special agent ridding the world of shallow people. Or a red-headed
Irish selkie trying to fit in at an American high school. Could you keep a secret that would
hurt someone you love—when keeping it might destroy yourself? 

These ancient myths updated with humor and tenderness are Mirror, Mirror, Seal Girl and
Chloe in Bloom, part of a Kindle-only series from Edmond’s Buzz Books USA. Start anywhere
in the series. These novellas are perfect for phones. 

PAPER ROMANCE TO PASS AROUND:
Beautiful Oblivion by New York Times bestselling Oklahoma mom, Jamie McGuire
Trenton Maddox came home from university haunted by crushing guilt. He had been the guy
every girl wanted to tame until the accident. Now he can barely forgive himself.  

Eighteen months later, living at home, working full-time to help with the bills, Trenton
spots Cami Camlin alone at a table. Fiercely independent, Cami has no time for romance.

She’s certain this friendship with Trenton will be strictly platonic, but when a Maddox
brother falls in love... E-book and paperback out July 1 for older teens and new adults.

Reader Pick: 
Jazmin Warren is a 23-year-old mom and “devout non-reader” (except when reading to

kids). Her first book since high school was Beautiful Disaster and she’s wants Beautiful
Oblivion, “like yesterday.” 

MYSTERY FOR HEADPHONES:
Mojo, the 2014 Oklahoma YA Book Award Winner by Tim Tharp
Walking home from his grocery-sacking job, minding his own business, 16-year-old Dylan
ends up on the run from angry thugs in a Camaro. Dylan hides in a dumpster where they
have no trouble finding him, but the thugs get spooked by the person lying next to him—
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the dead body of that quiet guy in his Western Cultures class. 
Dylan tries to solve the murder (and a related one) to gain confidence and respect at

school. Oft criticized for his lack of empathy for the victims, Dylan felt authentic to me.
Maybe like many boys his age, he just needs figure out who he is before he can connect
to the suffering of others. (Audible, paperback, iTunes, Kindle, and iBooks.)  

HUMOR ON PAPER TO START A CONVERSATION:
Scalping Columbus and Other Damn Indian Stories by Adam
Fortunate Eagle from OU Press

This book isn’t billed YA, but it has the attitude, the free
spirit—plus is so damn hilarious. Raised in mainstream America,
Fortunate Eagle went home to traditional Ojibwe family events and made
a fool of himself trying to fit in. Then he became a well-known political
activist, once stepping off an airplane to “discover” Italy and “claim” it
for his nation. 

Older people said, “How do you know how we feel?  You never had it
bad.” And teens of all stripes will relate to his response: “Those

words were hurtful to me because the people who said them didn’t
understand the kinds of things I had gone through.”  (Kindle and paperback.)

Reader pick: 
Sarah Cariker recommends Tulsa author Mercedes Lackey’s Valdemar series beginning with The

Black Gryphon: In an age when magic is still wild and uncontrollable, Skandranon “Skan”
Rashkae is a gryphon with ebony feathers, majestic wingspan, magesight and sharp intelligence.
He defends the realm from the evil mage, Maar, his magical constructs and wicked birds of prey.
Sarah says, “Mercedes Lackey brings fantasy to life.”

PHENOMENA FOR E-READER, TABLET OR … uh, OUIJA BOARD? 
The Dark Between by Oklahoma author, Sonia Gensler
At the turn of the twentieth century, spiritualism and séances are all the rage in Cambridge,
England but one medium’s assistant, Kate Poole, just got fired for blowing the deception.
An orphan kept out of sight to build the con, Kate has only one friend, Billy, who finds
her a place to stay at Summerfield College where she meets Elsie, whose medical
condition has her hooked on the same drug that killed Kate’s mother, and Asher, a
young man estranged from his father. 

The teens have each come to the college to escape the past, but they soon find their
futures entwined when Kate’s friend, Billy, turns up dead.  Their strength plus the
overwhelming sense of being suspended between reality, mad science and the paranormal
make this book my fave on the list. (Hardcover or E-book)

Lucie Smoker is a freelance writer and author of Kindle top-selling 
murder mystery, Distortion.  More at luciesmoker.wordpress.com
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BUSINESS

F or Oklahomans who are a fan of
local beer, COOP Ale Works has
good news and even more of its brew
rolling out in cans for the public.

COOP Ale Works recently expanded, opening a new
state-of-the art, 15,000-square-foot brewery near SW
44th and Council Road. The new home for Oklahoma’s
local brewers is nearly three times the size of their
original 5,200-square foot location at 51st and Western.
With the larger facility comes the ability for more

product as well. Besides an increase in production,

COOP Ale Works Expands



Co-founder JD Merryweather



COOP Ale Works plans to expand its
offering of canned beers, including the
wildly popular F5 IPA.
JD Merryweather, one of the co-founders

of COOP, said the new facility includes a
30-barrel brewing system that can produce
several hundreds of gallons of beer per
batch. In fact, because of the new system,
COOP will be able to can all six of its
regular beer products, instead of the three
now available. 
Merryweather added that COOP plans to

begin offering Oklahoma beer out of state,
starting with shipments to Arkansas,
Missouri and Kansas in the summer and
Texas in the fall. 

— Heide Brandes

Above, new eqipment fills COOP Ale Works bigger location.
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investing in a peaceful future

It is widely acknowledged that economically stable societies have a much greater capacity for peace.  

Since 2006, the PEACE THROUGH BUSINESS® program has educated women business entrepreneurs 

in war torn countries such as Afghanistan and Rwanda, graduating over 400 students. As of 2013, 80%  

of our students are still growing their businesses, working to create an atmosphere where peace is possible. 

Learn more about how you can help us educate and empower women at ieew.org.

I | E | E | W

The INSTITUTE FOR ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN’s PEACE THROUGH BUSINESS® Program 2013 Graduating Class 

Pictured with dignitaries: H.E. Ambassador of the Republic of Rwanda to the U.S., Mathilde Mukantabana; Charlene Lake, AT&T Senior Vice President Public 

Affairs & Chief Sustainability Off icer; Hon. Mrs. Sultana Hakimi, Spouse of the Afghan Ambassador to the U.S.; Dr. Terry Neese, Founder/CEO IEEW;  

Mary Millben, Broadway Actess & Singer/Global Ambassador for Education Africa; Dr. Kevin Fegan, President, Northwood University Texas Campus

INSTITUTE FOR ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN

2709 W. I-44 Service Rd. Oklahoma City, OK 73112  |  P 405.943.4474  |  F 405.606.4855





DINING

K d’s Southern Cuisine takes its name from the
Oklahoma City Thunder’s NBA All-Star
Kevin Durant. The restaurant features some
of KD’s favorite foods, including traditional

Southern cooking, as well as menu items familiar to
fans of Oklahoma City’s favorite steakhouses. 
Although there are televisions, Kd’s is a casual, fine dining

restaurant, not a sports bar, even though you can find wings and
“Thunder Sticks” on the appetizer menu.
Also on the appetizer menu are deviled eggs served with smoked

trout. My mom never made them this way, but they are amazing. No
restaurant can boast of Southern cooking without fried green tomatoes
on the menu, and Kd’s has them.
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KD’s Slam Dunk 
With Southern Cuisine

by Greg Horton
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28oz Tomahawk Bone-In Ribeye Gumbo FriedCatfish

The main menu features a delicious assortment of
homecooking favorites, especially for people who grew
up with chicken, beef, gravy, biscuits, cornbread, and
grits, but several of the dishes have a delicious twist or
two. 
The fried chicken melt is served on toasted molasses

bread, and served with Havarti and Swiss cheese,
chipotle mayo, and a wonderfully tangy banana pepper
relish. The combination of sweet, salty, creamy, and
tangy makes a complex, multi-layered sandwich.
Kd’s has two salad choices: a Southern Fried Chicken

salad and a classic Wedge salad. The fried chicken
salad is served with cornbread croutons, candied
pecans, and an orange marmalade maple vinaigrette
dressing. You’ll want extra dressing, if only to dip your
buttermilk biscuits or chipotle cornbread in. 
The entrée menu features classic Southern dishes like

chicken and waffles, meatloaf, fried catfish, and shrimp
and grits. The smothered pork chop is a dry aged, bone-
in chop served with caramelized onion and mushroom
gravy, mashed potatoes, and one of the best sides

available anywhere: smoked black-eyed peas. 
There are two steaks (and one chicken fried steak!) on

the main menu, but the best steak option is on the
Baller Menu. Kd’s recently added a 28-ounce,
Tomahawk bone-in Ribeye to the menu. The steak is
prime Wagyu, a breed of Japanese cattle chosen for the
quality of their beef and raised to exacting standards.
The Tomahawk cut is a bone-in rib steak with the entire
rib bone intact. It’s served with bleu cheese crumbles
and onion strings.
Managing partner Joe Jungmann said new seafood

options have recently been added to the Baller Menu,
including a 15-ounce lobster tail, King Crab legs, and a
fresh fish feature. Also, he said Kd’s just started
offering brunch on Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
The brunch menu features crabcake benedict, eggs

benedict, chicken pot pie, and Southern quiche.
Brunch is served from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., and since Kd’s
opened their patio in early April, brunch can now be
enjoyed outside. 
As any good Southern cook knows, dessert is often

Cheeseburger CrabCakes Pulled Pork Sandwich
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the way cooks are judged, and no Southern menu is
complete without pie and cobbler. Kd’s features a pie of the
day, cobbler, red velvet cake, double chocolate cake, and, of
course, cheesecake. Kd’s is a white chocolate cheesecake. 
Kd’s also has an extensive wine list. 
Jungmann said they have storage for 600 bottles, and there

are dozens of bottle selections, as well as twelve by the glass
options. A full bar is available with premium spirits and
beer, as well.  n



DINING

C harleston’s Restaurants have
been making high-quality,
moderately priced food for a
couple decades now. One of Hal

Smith Restaurant Group’s original
concepts, Charleston’s is one of the most
remarkably consistent restaurants in
Oklahoma City. (There are six metro
locations to choose from, including
Norman and Edmond.)
One of the best things about eating at Charleston’s,

besides the food, is the service. The training program
for Charleston’s servers is an industry standard in the
state, and the commitment to training shows
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Keeps ‘Em Coming Back
One of Oklahoma City’s most consistent restaurants 

pleases with classics

by Greg Horton

Juicy steak served with a choice of sides.
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immediately. A server will be assigned to
a table, but all servers take care of the
restaurant with a team approach. Your
food won’t sit under a warmer while your
server takes care of a large party;
someone else brings it to you as soon as
it’s ready.
The food, however, is what brings

people back. There are several items that
have always been on the menu, and it’s
no surprise that Charleston’s does them

as well or better than anyone else,
starting with their queso. Yes, queso and
chips at a restaurant known for American
classics. Order it as an appetizer and
you’ll understand why people come to
Charleston’s just for the queso.
In the metro alone, you can choose

from dozens of restaurants that make
chicken tenders, but it’s likely you’ve
never had any as good as Charleston’s.
Served with French fries and cole slaw,

Walt’s Champagne Chicken Salad. Charleston’s popular croissants are served with a number of items.

The Classic Cheeseburger (above) and Famous French Dip (right) are both popular sandwiches at Charleston’s.
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Charleston’s Grilled Pork Chops (above)
and Baked Potato Soup (left).

you can ask for gravy or hickory barbecue sauce for
dipping. As for chicken, try the Walt’s Champagne
Chicken Salad if you’re wanting something lighter.
Smoked chicken, figs, sweet pineapple, strawberries,
and feta, all tossed with mixed greens and Champagne
vinaigrette. It’s perfect for spring and summer, or really,
all year round.
Charleston’s features a soup option every day, and

they are excellent choice, but in all seriousness, people
have been showing up for the Baked Potato soup for
years. It’s served every day,  and it’s loaded with
cheese, bacon, and chunky potato. You can get a cup or
a bowl, or you can do a soup and salad combo and
enjoy Charleston’s amazing honey-butter croissants.
The hickory burger has been a staple on Charleston’s

menu for years, and there is good reason for that. A
delicious, cooked-to-order beef patty is served with two

slices of Canadian bacon, cheddar, onion, and smoky,
sweet hickory barbecue sauce. Ask for an extra
ramekin of sauce; you’re going to want it.
There are plenty of options on the entrée menu,

including steak, chicken, fish, smoked salmon, and
pork chops, but Charleston’s makes some of the best
baby back ribs available anywhere. Served with their
delicious baked beans and French fries, these ribs
literally fall off the bone as soon as you touch them with
a fork. You can also do a ribs and roasted chicken
combo.
Recently, Charleston’s committed to upgrade their

wine list, and that is exactly what they did. They added
some classic wines like Clos du Val and Erath, but also
chose some newer, up and coming names like Four
Vines Naked, Columbia Crest Horse Heaven Hills, and
J Vineyards. A full bar is also available, serving
specialty and classic cocktails.   n



SEEKING OKLAHOMA CITY’S
PROMINENT FUTURE LEADERS

SEND US YOUR
NOMINATIONS.

nextgen
AWARDS DINNER

October 16, 2014 • 7 p.m. 

ion Oklahoma Online | Nichols Hills Plaza | 6465 Avondale Drive Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73116 | 405.607.0930

ion Oklahoma Online aims at finding 
the next generation of leaders in the 

Oklahoma City market with the Fourth Annual 
“Next Gen” awards gala.

30/30 Next Gen will recognize innovative,
creative-thinking and inspiring young
individuals who push the boundaries
beyond their years in all areas – arts,
entertainment, business, media, sports,

technology and more.
To nominate a candidate, go to 
ion Oklahoma Online’s website:
www.ionok.com/30under30

All nominees must be under age 30
before December 31, 2014. Nomination
deadline is Friday, August 29, 2014.





WINE

S ummer is rosé season. As Oklahoma
temperatures creep closer to the
triple-digit mark, drinking red wines
becomes less pleasant. It is true that

you can chill a Beaujolais or a light Pinot
Noir, making them far more drinkable in the
summer heat, but it is much easier and less
expensive to go with rosé.

Rosé is typically made in one of two ways: a method
known as saignée which involves bleeding juice from the
vats where red wine is being made, or by allowing the
juice to be in contact with the skins for a sufficient
amount of time to change the color of the juice. For
winemakers who intend to make rosé from the beginning,
the preferred method is skin contact. There are examples
of both kinds of rosé in Oklahoma.
The benefit of rosé is that the dryness and structure of

the red wine is partially preserved. Rosé is not White
Zinfandel; good rosé should be dry, not sweet, and it
should have noticeable tannins. They are best served
chilled, but not cold. 
Wine that is refrigerated or put on ice for two long will

need to warm up a bit before it delivers what the
winemaker intended, including notes on the nose and on
the palate. 
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SUMMER IS ROSÉ SEASON

by Greg Horton



Justin Harmon is the owner and
winemaker for Argot Wines and their
sister label, Slang. Harmon makes his
rosé by the skin contact method because
he believes that produces the best rosé.
It’s hard to argue with him once you taste
Slang Rosé, his rosé of Grenache. 
Grenache is currently enjoying

increased interest in the U.S. The varietal
has traditionally been associated with
Rhone Valley wines from France, where it
is typically blended with Syrah and
Mourvedre to make some of the world’s
finest wines, or with Garnacha (as it’s
known in Spain), where it’s used to make
rich, dry, affordable red wines.
For a completely different experience of

rosé, A to Z Wineworks makes a rosé of
Tempranillo, another traditionally
Spanish varietal, but they are located in
Dundee, OR. The A to Z rosé is bright red
with tons of berry and melon fruit. It’s still
dry, but the abundance of fruit almost
tricks you into believing otherwise.
France has been making rosé as far

back as wine has been made, and
tradition holds that the inexpensive rosé
was used to pay agricultural workers,
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especially vineyard workers. Whatever its
origin, France still makes some of the
world’s best rosé. The region of Tavel only
makes rosé, and the Chateau de
Trinquevedel is one of the best examples of
this region and style. It is bone dry, and fans
of red wines will surely love the structure
and food-friendly acid.
Another French rosé, Charles Bieler’s

Sabine rosé, is from Provence, and has all
the subtlety the region is known for. This
one won’t blow you away with fruit, but the
balance is impressive. Also, you can find
the Bieler Sabine in kegs around Oklahoma
City now, in places like Packard’s and
Urban Johnnie. 
Keg wines are increasing in popularity

because the wine stays fresh longer,
allowing merchants to buy a larger amount
and pass the savings on to customers. The
keg wines taste just like wine from a bottle,
so enjoy without reservation. As they say in
the wine business, Drink Pink.  n

Rosé is not White Zinfandel;
good rosé should be dry, not
sweet, and it should have

noticeable tannins.





HEALTH

A ndy Gin knew early in life he wanted to
be a doctor, so practicing medicine as a
highly-respected neurologist the last 34
years has been a passion.

“If you’re lucky enough to figure out what your mission is…”
he said, his voice trailing off into a different thought. “I help
people make money in a legal, moral and ethical fashion, and
I have fun doing it. I get people well so they can work.”

Indeed.
As a neurologist, Gin has worked with patients who exhibit a

number of illnesses or disorders but none has been as
complex or difficult to understand as epilepsy. By definition,
epilepsy is a brain disorder in which a person has repeated
seizures over time. Seizures are episodes of disturbed brain

activity that causes changes in attention or behavior.
Since epilepsy by its name carries an unwarranted social

stigma, neurologists like Gin prefer to use the label seizure
disorder.

“The practical matter is people black out from diabetes and
heart disease just like people with seizure problems,” he said.
“The stigma patients encounter is people think you will black
out and kill somebody. Say a guy has a seizure; people don’t
have that same empathy as if you say you have lung cancer or
glaucoma. Epilepsy is a poorly accepted disorder by the public.”

According to Gin, research has proven some epilepsy cases
are associated with genetically related diseases, and
medications are better at controlling seizure disorders, but the
stigma remains nevertheless.

“We didn’t have a lot of seizure meds until 20 years ago,”
he said. “Now, we’re controlling the seizures better.”

But can an epilepsy patient be totally seizure-free?
“That’s the Holy Grail,” Gin said. “It’s a Pandora’s Box. The

more you research something the more you want to know. The
bottom line is epilepsy patients can live normal lives with
some restrictions.”

More than medicine
Certainly, Gin has lived a normal life that extends beyond

medicine. During the last 34 years, he’s become an
entrepreneur, businessman, an adjunct faculty member at
Oklahoma City University and a political candidate.
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Dr. Gin with his wife and office manager Lisa.

According to Gin…, Dr. Gin
by Tim Farley
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If that wasn’t enough, he continues to educate himself for
business and practical reasons. Currently, he’s working on a
degree in Predictive Analytics.

“I don’t need the degree as much as I do the information,”
he admits. “Analytics is the next coming wave of what
companies will gravitate toward in helping them achieve their
goals.”

For Gin, the continuing education will benefit his outside
business interests as much as his medical practice.

It seems medicine has consistently guided Gin into arenas
he wouldn’t normally have entered. For instance, Gin and
other officers from the Oklahoma Medical Association visited
Oklahoma’s congressional delegation in Washington, D.C.,
several years ago to push for tort reform. The reception the
physicians encountered was less than expected.

“It was clear that our delegation would not address tort
reform on a national level,” Gin recalled.

So, he entered the 2004 Fifth District congressional race
against incumbent Ernest Istook.

It turned out to be an eye-opening experience.
“I discovered entering politics has a very low threshold. It

exposes friends who are not your friends and gains you friends
you would never have thought about. You have friends who
promise you a contribution but never make it. Then, the cool

part is people you absolutely do not know say ‘I will support
you to the max just because you’re running against that
SOB,”’ Gin said, with a smile.

However, Gin wasn’t destined for a life of politics. He
dropped out of the race before the election was held.

Gin laughs about the telephone call he took from former U.S.
Senator Richard Gephardt (D-Mo.) who was seeking the
Democratic nomination for president in 2004.

“He wanted me to set up an event for him in Oklahoma,
something that he could make an appearance for. I was
amazed when I answered the phone that he would be calling
me,” Gin said.

But 2004 wasn’t Gin’s first foray with politicians. He
actually grew up around some of Oklahoma’s political legends
like former Gov. David Boren, former Oklahoma County Sheriff
Bob Turner and former state Attorney General Larry Derryberry.

Those men and many others were regulars at his father’s
restaurant, The Golden Pleasant, on N. May Avenue. Gin
attended Northwest Classen High School, which was across
the street, so he oftentimes met many politicians who
frequented the restaurant.

Although he has branched off into business, academia and
politics, Gin always returns to medicine and his passion for
helping others. Without a doubt, he found his mission.   n
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EVENTS

T he Armstrong Auditorium was awarded the
Outstanding New Attraction award during
the 2014 Redbud Awards gala hosted by
the Oklahoma Travel Industry Association

May 13 at the Oklahoma History Center.

The Redbud Awards recognize Oklahoma tourism attractions,
destination marketing organizations and journalists for their
outstanding efforts to serve and promote Oklahoma’s tourism
industry in the past year. Redbuds are the highest honors given by
the Oklahoma Travel Industry Association annually.
“We continually strive to bring the highest quality performing

arts and entertainment to Oklahoma and are honored to be
selected as the Outstanding New Attraction in this year’s Redbud
Awards,” said Shane Granger, Armstrong Auditorium marketing
director. “We encourage and welcome the community and visitors

ARMSTRONG AUDITORIUM IN EDMOND 
TAKES HOME REDBUD AWARD

$25 million concert hall awarded “Outstanding New Attraction”
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to Oklahoma to come out and see what Armstrong
Auditorium has to offer.”
The 823-seat auditorium presents a popular subscrip-

tion-based concert series that will feature top talent in
its 2014-15 season including Broadway diva Kelli
O’Hara, jazz legend Peter Nero and the famed classical

chamber orchestra Academy of St. Martin in the
Fields, among others. Subscriptions go on
sale June 1.
In addition to the series, the Armstrong

Auditorium is a destination in itself, drawing
over 50 thousand visitors per year. Constructed
at a cost of $25 million the auditorium is
adorned with more than a dozen Swarovski
crystal-trimmed chandeliers—three are among

the largest in North America—twin seven-foot Baccarat
crystal candelabras commissioned by the Shah of Iran,
American cherry wood veneers, Spanish marble and
Azerbaijani onyx. 
The concert hall features two Steinway concert-grand

pianos that were hand-selected and imported from
Hamburg, Germany. With just 75 feet separating the
stage from the back wall, even the largest of audiences
have perfect sight lines, no matter their seat, and the
acoustics are unmatched in this world-class facility.
For tickets or information on the Armstrong

International Cultural Foundation, its concert series or
exhibits on display at Armstrong Auditorium,
visit ArmstrongAuditorium.org or call 405-285-1010. n

Above: Left to Right - Lt. Governor Todd Lamb, Shane Granger
(Armstrong Auditorium Marketing Director), Edwin Trebels (Armstrong
Auditorium Head Usher), and Jennifer Reynolds (Discovery Oklahoma
host). Armstrong Auditorium received the Redbud Award for
“Outstanding New Attraction” from the Oklahoma Travel Industry
Association May 13, 2014 at the gala awards banquet at the Oklahoma
History Center. 

Above: Interior views of the Armstrong Auditorium
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T he upcoming concert season line up at Armstrong
Auditorium is outstanding and will include a wide
variety of performing artists coming to the college
campus of Armstrong College in Edmond, Oklahoma. 

Broadway, Jazz, Folk Dance, Chamber Orchestra, Ballet, Piano, and Choral are
all performing art categories that will all be represented by some of the most
talented artists in the world starting in September 2014 and ending in April 2015.
Mr. Shane Granger, marketing director at Armstrong Auditorium best describes

their performing art series as “Concert Going as it is meant to be”. “It is our
mission at Armstrong Auditorium to provide all Oklahomans with an opportunity to
enjoy concerts and artists that would normally perform only in New York, Chicago,
and LA.” The foundation that provides funding for the college also underwrites
over half the concert series expenses in order to offer the public very affordable
ticket pricing to see these wonderful entertainers and concerts. 

Kelli O’Hara and Ted Sperlin | Sep 15
with the OKC Philharmonic
Broadway’s Classic Hits
Kelli O’Hara, a native of Oklahoma, and Ted Sperling—
two of Broadway’s brightest stars—join forces with
the OKC Philharmonic for a spectacular evening of

classic Broadway charts. Highlights include
showstoppers from Carousel, show boat, Kiss Me Kate,
West Side Story, and much mpre .

ARMSTRONG AUDITORIUM
announce the playbill for their 

2014 – 2015 Performing Arts Season
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Jazz Pianist Peter Nero | Nov 7
“For Arts Sake: A Tribute to Art Tatum”
with bassist Michael Barnett
With a career spanning over 50 years, two-time Grammy-
winner Peter Nero has established himself among the world’s
greatest jazz pianists. In this intimate program, Mr. Nero
performs a thrilling tribute to the legendary Art Tatum—one
of the greatest jazz piano virtuosos of the 20th century.

Sergio Monteiro, piano | Nov 20
Dr. Sergio Monteiro is a pianist recognized for fiery playing
that combines an extraordinary depth of musicianship and an
impeccable technique. A native of Brazil, he has won over 30
first prizes across South America and has been honored by
many composers with invitations to give preieres of original
compositions dedicated to him.

Juilliard String Quartet | Jan 15
Joseph Lin, violin • Ronald Copes, violin
Roger Tapping. viola • Joel Krosnick, cello
Since its inception in 1946, the Juilliard String Quartet has
made manifest the credo of founders Robert Mann and
William Schuman to “play new works as if they were
established masterpieces, and established masterpieces as if
they were new.” The Quartet has carried the banner of the
United States and The Juilliard School throughout the world,
contributing to it as one of the world’s forernost
conservatories.

Russian National Ballet | Jan 26-27
Swan Lake – Full-length ballet in three acts
Music by Peter Tchaikovsky, Choreography by Marius Petipa,
Elena Radchenko, Artistic Director
The Russian National Ballet Theatre returns to Armstrong for
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their third appearance with a proven track record of creating
breathtaking artistry.

Since its premiere at Moscow’s Bolshoi Theatre in 1877,
Swan Lake has become one of the world’s most revered of
classical ballets. Set to Tchaikovsky’s soaring score and
choreographed by the legendary Marius Petipa, the 60 dancers
of the Russian National Ballet Theatre weave this epic tale of
a young man’s love for the swan queen together with the
exquisite grace and technical precision of the great Russian
ballet tradition.

The King's Singers | Feb 24
Postcards From Around the World
One of the world’s most celebrated vocal ensembles, The

King’s Singers have a packed schedule of concerts,
recordings, media and education work that spans the globe.
Instantly recognizable for their spot-on intonation, impeccable
vocal blend, flawless articulation of the text and incisive
timing, they are also consummate entertainers: a class act
with a delightfully British wit.

The King’s Singers new studio recording and live
performance project Great American Songbook launched at
the Royal Albert Hall in London, and includes 17 brand new
arrangements written specifically for the group.

Venice Baroque Orchestra | March 3
Avi AvNal, mandolin

Grammy nominated mandolinist Avi Avital is one
of the world’s most exciting and entrepreneurial
musicians. He is deeply committed to building a
fresh legacy for the mandolin through virtuosic
performance and commissioning new repertoire
in a range of genres.

The Venice Baroque Orchestra is dedicated to
the rediscovery of 17th- and 18th-century
masterpieces. They are recognized as one of the
premier ensembles devoted to period instrument
performance. Avi Avital and the VBO present
period concerti and innovative transcriptions for
the mandolin in a program of Baroque
masterpieces from Vivaldi, Galuppi. Locatelli
and Paisiello.ph
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Academy of St Martin 
in the Fields | March 18

The Academy of St. Martin in the Fields—one of the finest
chamber orchestras in the world is renowned for its polished
and refined sound, rooted in outstanding musicianship. It
remains one of the world’s most in-demand orchestras after
50 years and countless tours and recordings.

One of America’s most thought-provoking, multi faceted,
and compelling artists, pianist Jeremy Denk is the recipient of
a 2014 Avery Fisher Prize and was named Musical America’s
2014 Instrumentalist of the Year. He joins the Academy in a
thrilling program of Bach and Stravinsky concerti.

Step Crew | April 23
High-Energy Celtic Song and Dance
The StepCrew presents a high-energy show which brings
together Irish Stepdance, Ottawa Valley Stepdance, and Tap,
and boasts some of the most virtuosic fiddlers and musicians
from the Celtic and traditional Bluegrass music scenes.

The StepCrew returns to the Armstrong stage with a brand
new show that will have you literally on your feet!  n



COMMUNITY

G et your patriotic spirit on this 
summer and feel the heartbeat of
American spirit when the Oklahoma
City Philharmonic presents the annual 

Red, White and Boom! Concert.
The 7th annual Red, White and Boom! concert is presented by

the Oklahoma City Philharmonic celebrating Independence Day
in Oklahoma City. The philharmonic always feature a noted
singer on the concert, and this year is no exception as the
incredible talents of Mike Eldred shares the stage. 

“This event promises to be a fun and patriotic family
celebration for all ages,” said Michelle Winters, director of
marketing and PR for the Oklahoma City Philharmonic. 

The grounds open at the State Fair Park in Oklahoma City at
6:30 p.m. and the concert starts at 8:30 p.m. A huge fireworks
display ends the evening at approximately 10 p.m.

The stage is set in the heart of the State Fair Park with
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THE HEARTBEAT
OF THE AMERICAN SPIRIT
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entrances at Gate 5 off May Avenue and Gate 6 from Reno Avenue.
The Philharmonic can only present this free concert with the support
of its partners, especially the Inasmuch Foundation.

“Last season we were thrilled with more than 15,000 in
attendance and hope for a great evening so even more Oklahomans
can attend,” said Winters. “There’s plenty of room. Just bring
comfortable seating for the whole family.”  n

Vocalist Mike Eldred



EVENTS

S uccessful author and creator of the
Longmire novels, now the basis for an
acclaimed A&E drama of the same name,
visited Oklahoma City last month to sign

copies of his new novel.

Craig Johnson read and signed copies of his new novel, “Any
Other Name” May 19 at Full Circle Books at 50 Penn Place.
The new novel is perfectly timed with the introduction of
season three of “Longmire,” the A&E television show. The
previous two seasons met with critical and ratings success.

“Longmire” follows the western character Sheriff Walt
Longmire through his trials, tribulations and mysteries during
the Old West. The tenth novel in the series, “Any Other Name”
continues Johnson’s literary stories about the hero.

Johnson is the recipient of the
Wyoming Historical Award
for fiction, the Western
Writers of America Spur
Award for fiction, the
Mountains and Plains
Booksellers Award for fiction,
the Rocky Award from Left Coast
Crime, the Nouvel Observateur
Prix du Roman Noir, and the Prix
813. Spirit of Steamboat was
selected by the Wyoming Library
Association as the “One Book
Wyoming” for fall 2013. He lives in
Ucross, Wyoming.  n

Craig Johnson
CREATOR OF ‘LONGMIRE’ VISITS OKLAHOMA CITY



PEOPLE

E very time Kim McAllister puts pen to
paper, she creates a unique, one-of-a-
kind masterpiece.

She’s not a painter or writer, but rather a practitioner of a lost
art known as calligraphy that she does without the aid of
modern technology or special graphic design programs. For
McAllister, her artwork is completed by hand each time with a
special elegance that is difficult, if not impossible, to duplicate.

Individual projects range from addressing wedding invitation
envelopes to the creation of special chalkboard messages at
restaurants or large corporate events. 

Fascinated by lettering and calligraphy as a child, McAllister
has honed her craft for the past 30 years and now devotes full
time to Sooner Calligraphy, a company she founded in 1994.
Today, a majority of her work centers on the wedding industry
and making brides happy with personalized, hand-written
invitation envelopes.

“My customers care about the impressions that are left by the
invitations,” McAllister said. “It really sets the tone for the
wedding. People feel special when they receive an invitation
that has been done by a professional calligrapher. They
automatically think, ‘I’m going to this wedding.’”

As a bonus to the bride, McAllister’s work may be the most
inexpensive part of the wedding.

“That’s always a plus,” she said, with a smile. “People think
it’s expensive to hire a professional calligrapher. Actually, it’s
very affordable.”

McAllister describes her work as a “lost art” that is both
time-consuming and tedious. Yet, she wouldn’t have it any

other way.
“I love this and I don’t consider it a job, either,” she said. “I

have a real passion for it. I love being a special piece of their
big day. A lot of them (brides) become my friends and we have
relationships that extend beyond the wedding. It’s really a lot of
fun.”

For McAllister, no job is too small or too big.
“It might be addressing envelopes for 10 people at a

destination wedding in the Bahamas or 450 guests at a
wedding in Oklahoma City,” she said. “It’s a full-service
company that can take care of all their calligraphy needs.”

Happy brides
Now serving on the board of directors for the Society of Event
& Wedding Professionals, McAllister has connected with an
exclusive group of wedding planners and vendors that have
helped push her business to the next level.

“Being part of this group is such an asset, but my work
still boils down to making the bride happy,” she said.

Happy was the emotion Oklahoma City resident Julie
Winters felt when she saw the invitation envelopes McAllister
hand-addressed in a special font for daughter Tayler’s
wedding, which was held April 26.

“I’ve never seen anything like it,” Winters said. “After
receiving their invitations, I had people texting me that this
is a work of art.”

McAllister went an extra mile in Tayler’s case because the
bride-to-be was healing from a broken back and her mother
was beside herself with all of the wedding plans.

“She (McAllister) did more than she had to,” Winters
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McALLISTER MASTERPIECES
Local artists brings calligraphy back to the spotlight

by Tim Farley
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recalled. “Because things were in such a
frenzy, we had written the guest list on a
tablet and she took it, put it in Excel,
addressed the envelopes beautifully, mailed it
and got it out for us. She is a class act and very
talented.”

Part of McAllister’s attraction is that she’s able – using
only her eyesight – to duplicate any font the bride wants.
High-tech software programs and computers aren’t part of
the deal, which is what makes McAllister’s work so unique. As
a special touch, McAllister names the font after the bride.

“I like the process of creating something special,” she
said. “They give me blank envelopes and they pick up pieces
of artwork. Each project is personalized and each bride has
their own flair. None of them are the same.”

Brides have discovered that using a professional
calligrapher like McAllister can be beneficial in several ways.

“First, it saves them time from having to address
envelopes. It saves them stress and I can help them with

their guest list to ensure everyone
they want to attend gets an

invitation,” she said.

More than weddings
In addition, McAllister’s smorgasbord of calligraphy

work includes chalkboard welcoming messages and reception
menus for weddings. She’s also completed similar work for
restaurants and corporate events.

“Whoever I’m working for, my goal is to give them that ‘WOW’
factor whether it’s wedding invitations or restaurant menu
chalkboards,” she said.

Although calligraphy has been her life’s passion, it’s not a
craft that can be replicated by others, especially in McAllister’s
case.

“It’s such an eye-ball type of thing,” she said. “It’s a one-of-
a-kind process because I’ve spent so much time doing it all
these years. I don’t know how to tell someone else how to do it.”

For more information, visit www.soonercalligraphy.com n

www.soonercalligraphy.com


MUSIC

Girls’ Night: The Musical: Friday, July 11, 2014, 8 pm. This hilarious
and touching musical follows five friends in their 30s and
40s during a wild and outrageous girls night out at a
karaoke bar. Together, they reminisce about their younger
days, celebrate their current lives and look to the future,
belting out such hits such as “I Will Survive” and “Girls Just
Want to Have Fun.” It has been described as “‘Desperate
Housewives’ meets Mamma Mia!”

Tuesday, September 16, 2014, 7:30 p.m., OCCC presents vocalist
Sandi Patty, one of the most highly-acclaimed performers of our
time. While her thirty-year career is heavily rooted in the gospel
music industry, Sandi has extended her career outside the genre,
performing with the Boston Pops, New York Pops, the Oklahoma
City Philharmonic, and in the musical “Hello, Dolly!”

Performing Arts Series at OCCC
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Tuesday, October 14, 2014, 7:30 p.m., The Swingle Singers
celebrate their 50th anniversary, displaying their evolution from
baroque jazz pioneers to contemporary a cappella phenomenon.
Their repertoire spans classical, jazz, Latin, folk and pop music,
all delivered with unflagging passion and precision, using the
human voice alone.

Saturday, October 25, 2014, 10 am, Michael Feldman’s Whad’Ya
Know: Test your knowledge on a bevy of topics that straddle the
line of insignificant and important. Host and quiz master Michael
Feldman opens the live radio show with All the News That Isn’t, a
brief monologue that showcases his signature political and social
satire. He and his crew then move on to offbeat interviews, quick-
witted banter and a hilarious “Whad’Ya Know?” quiz every hour,
inviting contestants from the audience to answer his seemingly
limitless store of insignificant (but important) questions. 

Tuesday, November 4, 2014, 7:30 p.m., QUATTRO is a
fresh, new, and innovative ensemble that fuses
Classical Crossover, Latin Pop and Contemporary Jazz to
produce a performance to be remembered, appealing to
all ages and musical tastes. Their first CD garnered
enormous critical acclaim, receiving a Latin Grammy
Nomination for Best New Artist.

Thursday, December 4, 2014, 7:30 p.m., OCCC presents
Kathy Mattea and her “Songs and the Seasons.” Twice named
Female Vocalist of the Year by the Country Music Association,
she carved out a role for herself in the late 1980s and 1990s
as a sensitive yet energetic artist, at ease both with country
tradition and free-ranging innovation.
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Friday, January 23, 2015, 7:30 p.m., Wellington International
Ukulele Orchestra. The wildly popular New Zealand ensemble
creates instant joy and lasting magic wherever they go, armed with
high-octane ukulele solos, heavenly harmonies and outrageous
costumes. Delighting audiences of all ages, the orchestra’s
signature sound features many types of ukuleles, a double bass and
a host of gorgeous voices performing harmonious and hilarious
renditions of modern and traditional tunes.

Tuesday, February 10, 2015, 7:30 p.m.,  Glenn Miller
Orchestra, the most sought-after big band in the world.
The legendary Glenn Miller Orchestra was one of the most
successful dance bands back in the Swing Era of the
1930s and 40s. Except for a few years following his
disappearance in 1944, Glenn’s orchestra and music have
been heard around the world continuously since 1938. 

Thursday, March 26, 2015, 7:30 p.m., OCCC presents Chamber
Orchestra Kremlin. Founded in 1991, this outstanding orchestra
comprised of some of Russia’s finest young string players has earned
national and international recognition as one of Russia’s leading
ensembles. Its warmth and high energy create addictive
performances that stay with listeners long after the last note has
been played.

Tuesday, April 21, 2015, 7:30 p.m., OCCC presents Pilobolus,
“the dance company for those who don’t like dance…and for
those who do.”The have become known for entwining their
bodies into positions no one had ever seen before to form
incredible, moving shapes. They are an international
phenomenon and have been featured on the Academy Awards,
aw well as “Oprah,” “late Night with Conen O’Brien” and “60
Minutes.” You’ll have to experience them to believe the
amazing shapes which can be created with the human body!
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T here’s no doubt Langston University
Athletic Director Mike Garrett is a
winner, and he proved it again in May
thanks to a fraternity of National Football

League legends who came to help.

Garrett had set a goal of raising $150,000 for the
university’s teams with a high-profile golf tournament at
Cherokee Hills Golf Course in Catoosa. The result was better
than the 1965 Heisman Trophy winner and former Kansas City
Chiefs tailback imagined when the final tally hit $170,000. It
was the second year for the athletic department fundraiser,
which netted $100,000 a year ago.

Although the tournament was shortened due to rainstorms,
Garrett and Langston athletes were the winners May 12.

“We want to dominate NAIA in our sports and in the future
possibly look at going to NCAA Division II,” Garrett said. “It
was great to have all these guys here and to be able to raise

this much money. This certainly helps Langston’s athletic
department.”

As Garrett was crediting his former Kansas City teammates
and those he played against for the tourney’s success, NFL
legends like Marcus Allen, Jan Stenerud, Billy Sims and Bobby
Bell paid homage to Garrett, now in his second year as
Langston’s AD.

“He is one of my dearest friends and I have tremendous
respect for him,” Allen said in an interview with ionOK.com.
“We’re here not only for Mike but to help improve the lives of
young people. It’s the right thing to do. It’s important to raise
money for all schools, particularly those with historical
significance.”

Langston is a land grant school and is the only historically-
black college west of the Mississippi River.

Allen, the 1981 Heisman Trophy winning tailback from USC,
played 15 seasons in the NFL with the Oakland Raiders and
later with the Chiefs. He was named to the Pro Bowl six times,
earned Most Valuable Player honors in Super Bowl XVIII and
was inducted into the NFL Hall of Fame in 2003.

Yet, Allen said his biggest accomplishment in life hasn’t
occurred on the football field. He became a father for the first
time four months ago.

“The Heisman, being a Super Bowl champ, national
championship at USC, Rookie of the Year, they all pale in
comparison to having a child. It’s game changer. That’s why it’s
important for us to come here today and help young people,”
he said.

Former NFL players Lawrence Taylor and Matthew Hatchett
share a laugh at the tournament luncheon.

Langston Benefit Success
photos and story by Tim Farley
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Sooner connection
Although Langston is far removed from NCAA powerhouses

like the University of Oklahoma, several Sooner greats such as
Billy Sims, Joe Washington, Greg Pruitt, Jason White and their
former coach Barry Switzer were on hand to make the
fundraiser a huge success.

Sims, the 1978 Heisman Trophy winner and Detroit Lion
legend, described the tourney as a worthy cause.

“To give back is awesome,” he said. “This is important.”
Sims played five seasons in the NFL before retiring. He now

owns a large chain of Billy Sims Barbecue restaurants.
Before the tournament, Switzer talked about his relationship

with Garrett since the former USC Trojan arrived in Oklahoma
two years ago.

“He asked me to personally get involved with him and
Langston. He is a man with great vision and he’s a class

University of Oklahoma greats Billy Sims
and Greg Pruitt were part of the Sooner

contingent that participated in the
Langston golf tournament in May.

Former Kansas City Chiefs teammates Ed Podolak and Jan Stenerud share
memories of their NFL careers. Podolak and Stenerud were on the KC team that
won Super Bowl III.

Heisman Trophy winners and Super Bowl champions Mike Garrett,
left, and Marcus Allen visit about their NFL playing days during
the Langston University golf tournament on May 12. Garrett is
Langston’s athletic director.
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individual,” Switzer said. “Mike Garrett is the draw for all
these people. It’s a tribute to him more than anything.”

More than anyone, Switzer understands Garrett’s push to
succeed. When Switzer took over as OU’s head coach in 1973,
the Sooners were less than a national powerhouse at the time.
During Switzer’s tenure, the Sooners won three national
championships.

“He wants everyone to know there are four universities in
Oklahoma. There’s OU, OSU, Tulsa and Langston,” Switzer
said. “He wants to build a program and needs the resources
to do that. You need quality coaches and athletes to
accomplish this. Mike understands all that.”

Former teammates respond
Jan Stenerud, one of the first soccer-style kickers in the NFL,

was Garrett’s teammate when the Kansas City Chiefs defeated
Minnesota in Super Bowl IV. During the first half, Stenerud
kicked three field goals as the Chiefs took a 9-0 lead.

After the rain-shortened tournament May 12, Stenerud
talked about his reason for participating.

“Most of us are here because Mike has earned our respect,”
he said. “We wouldn’t have these lives if it weren’t for
athletics, so to help Mike was a natural thing to do.”

Undrafted out of Montana State, Stenerud spent the next 19
seasons in pro football with the Chiefs, Green Bay Packers
and Minnesota Vikings.

Bobby Bell, who played outside linebacker for the Chiefs for
11 seasons, said helping former teammates and friends “is
what we do.”

“Plus,” he said, “I have time to do it. I’m pleased to be able
to help. As a group of Hall of Famers, we get to see each other,
joke around and talk about our families.”

Like the other players in the tournament, Bell, 71, had his
own accolades for Garrett.

“It was great playing with him. He was one of the fastest
guys but always had something to prove because of his size.
He’s a competitor and he likes to win,” Bell said.

Other NFL legends who played in the tournament were
Lawrence Taylor, Curley Culp, Kenny Washington, Ed Pololak,
Matthew Hatchett, and Thomas “Hollywood” Henderson. NBA
Hall of Famer Otis Birdsong also participated in the tourney.

Garrett hopes to increase the number of NFL Hall of Famers
for next year’s tournament with the possible additions of Joe
Namath, Bart Starr and Roger Staubach. n

Former Langston University and Dallas Cowboy linebacker Thomas
“Hollywood” Henderson talks about the school’s drive to improve the
athletic department.

Posing for photos are NFL greats Billy Sims, Marcus Allen, Joe
Washington, Greg Pruitt and Lawrence Taylor.
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W hether living in an urban concrete jungle or
amongst the sand and rock of West Texas,
Newalla residents Larry and Letitia Pierce
believe people can garden anywhere with their

new innovative product.
The product, appropriately named Garden Anywhere Boxes, was

developed because Larry Pierce is frugal with his money. 
“Seven or eight years ago, Leticia saw an ad for Earth Boxes. We

bought four of them and grew tomatoes. She wanted more, but I’m
cheap so I looked online and saw how to make our own,” he said.

Noticing what Pierce described as “design flaws,” the couple
decided to build their own garden boxes, which required 18-gallon
totes and several components from the hardware store. 

ANYWHERE GARDENS
Garden Anywhere Boxes lets 

urban dwellers flex their green thumbs

by Tim Farley
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In addition, Larry Pierce designed an irrigation
system that uses 70 percent less water than
traditional in-ground gardens require. There’s also no
weed worries with these portable containers, freedom
from constant watering and a lot of success that
comes in the form of tasty, homegrown food.

“You can plant almost anything in these boxes,
herbs, veggies and its low maintenance,” Larry said.
“It doesn’t matter where you live. It can be on a five-
acre lot or in a big-city apartment. Actually, it’s easier
to grow veggies in a box because most of the
maintenance is gone.”

For instance, a church in Midland, Texas, purchased
80 boxes for several poverty-ridden families in nearby
Candalaria, Texas, as residents learned how to grow
their own food with little, if any, cost.

According to Letitia, she typically grows two tomato
plants and a row of herbs in one box. She’s also grown
a salsa garden that produced a healthy harvest.

“You can grow 25 to 40 pounds of tomatoes in one
season,” she said, of the Garden Anywhere Boxes.

The Pierces have also grown lettuce, squash,
cucumbers, okra, strawberries and corn.
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Long-term goals
Having spent the last few years perfecting their product, the Pierces are making

plans to elevate their business by contracting with a manufacturer and
developing a distribution network.

But as the company grows, they’re not forgetting their early customers.
“We have put the garden boxes on a level where everyone can have success,”

Letitia said. “We take calls from customers all the time and we’ve found that
they’re good for disabled people and children, mainly because the boxes are big
enough, yet you don’t have to be shoveling or moving dirt around with a regular
garden.”

The Garden Anywhere Boxes have received some recent acclaim. In 2013, the
garden boxes were named the most unique product at the Oklahoma State Fair’s
Made in Oklahoma building. In addition, the company was honored as a
promising new business by the Oklahoma Venture Forum.

Garden Anywhere Boxes, LLC, can be found on most social media sites,
including Facebook, You Tube, and Pinterest. The company’s web site is
www.gardenanywhereboxes.com, and provides planting tips and prices for a
single box, the three-box starter kit and the Go Big or Go Home package.  n
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EVENTS

30 UNDER 30 NExT GEN PAST AWARD WiNNERS
and their special guests met May 15, 2014 at
Gaillardia Country Club to launch the 2014
nominations for this special young professional
recognition program. 

Annually, young professionals in Oklahoma under 30 are
being recognized for their special accomplishments either in
their careers and or community involvement by ion OKLAHOMA
Online magazine. 

2014 will mark the 4th year these awards are being
presented to outstanding young Oklahomans in a wide variety
of professions.  

Now over 100 young professionals have received this very
special award during the past three years and are for the first
time establishing a 30 Under 30 leadership committee of past
winners. The purpose of the leadership committee will be to
plan events and create various worthwhile networking
opportunities among all past award winners who wish to
participate.

30 under 30 Alumni Reception at Gaillardia Country Club 
officially launches nominations for 2014.

Mark Stonecipher, President, Homeowners Assoc.
Gallairdia CC and Chris Watkins, GM, Gaillardia CC

Special Guest Lt. Governor Todd Lamb Special Guest Garland McWatters, leadership
consultant

Special Guest Shane Granger, Director 
Armstrong Auditorium

Special Guest Jeff Ewing, Director 
US Senior Open Golf, Oak Tree National CC

Special Guest Mark Bravo, Director 
Sundance Airport
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Linda Haneborg and Brian Winslow Special guests Mike and Cindi Shelby Baliey Lynn and guest Danielle Toussaint

Danielle Toussaint and Ryan Cunningham Bose Akapiri, Jeff Kline and Sarah Glazer Jessica Doud and Darian Woolbright

Britnee Bryles and Bailey Lynn Phillip Mazaheri and Caitlin Dempsey Macie Cravens Timms, Graham and Sarah Glazer

Anna-Marie Costello and Sarah Glazer Dustin Akers and Gentry McKeown Guests Carla Tourtellotte and Dave Amis
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As 30 Under 30 recognition continues to grow more and
more very successful community business leaders have
contacted ion Oklahoma wanting to know how they can be
supportive. 

For example, at the May 15th reception Lt Governor Todd
Lamb, Mr Shane Granger, Marketing Director from Armstrong
Auditorium, Jeff Ewing, Director of US OPEN Senior Golf
Tournament at Oak Tree National, Mark Bravo, Marketing
Director at Sundance Airport, and Garland McWatters,
Leadership Consultant from In Powered to Lead all
contributed their very valuable time to support this program
and share some of their own experiences.   

Nominations can be made on www.ionok.com website until
August 31,2014  and all applications from nominees will be
also due on or before August 31, 2014. 

Judges will evaluate the application entries and select the
award winners on September 15, 2014. 

On October 16, 2014 there will be the awards ceremony and
dinner to honor all 2014 award winners at the OKC downtown
Petroleum Club. 

Ion Oklahoma is very proud to recognize and honor young
Oklahoma professionals and encourage their ongoing success
during their careers and while staying in Oklahoma.  n

Bose Akadiri, Caitlyn Dempsey, Karen Tibbets and guest
Cindi Shelby



E ight passionate Oklahoma City residents
will have five short minutes each to
inspire an intimate gathering of fellow
citizens with their ideas at igniteOKC 6,

scheduled from 7 to 8 p.m. on Thursday, June
19 at independent Artists of Oklahoma (iAO)
Gallery, 706 W. Sheridan Ave.

Presented by Fowler Honda of Norman, IgniteOKC is the
local extension of Ignite, a global nonprofit event that brings
together techies, artists, entrepreneurs and others to share
their ideas and insights in fast-paced presentations that
consists of 20 slides in five minutes.  

Slides auto-advance every 15 seconds
whether the presenter is ready or not. The
presentations are meant to “ignite” the
audience on a subject, generating

awareness and stimulating thought and action.
“Part of what makes an Ignite presentation exciting is that

it’s not being delivered by a professional speaker, but ordinary
working people like you and me with extraordinary passions,”
IgniteOKC chairman Tyler Smith said. “Ignite is an
entertaining, incredibly inspiring event that brings people
together from all walks of life, creating the kind of creative
connections that make cities a more exciting place to
live. Events like this raise the collective IQ and elevate
community spirit.”

Eight locals will be selected to present on the topic of their
choice, with some kind of connection to the event’s theme of

“Innovation.” Presentations can be about anything except
politics and religion, and sales

pitches about businesses
are strictly disallowed. 
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Innovation to be focus of 

on June 19 at IAO Gallery

EVENTS
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Doors open at 6 p.m. and presentations begin
at 7 p.m. All ages welcome. Tickets are $15 and
attendance is capped at 150.  Purchase online
at http://igniteokc.preferredfan.com/.   

The first Ignite was held in 2006 in Seattle,
Washington, and since then the event has become
an international phenomenon, with gatherings in
more than 100 cities worldwide, including Helsinki,
Finland; Paris, France; New York, New York;
Oklahoma City and Tulsa. Events are independently

organized on the local level. 
This is the sixth IgniteOKC event. The inaugural Ignite event in

Oklahoma City was attended by more than 200 people in January 2010
at Lyric Theater in the Plaza District.

For more information about IgniteOKC visit http://www.igniteokc.com/.

Right, Kyle Golding
Below, Patrick Allmond

http://igniteokc.preferredfan.com/


R uben Elizarde’s long journey from deep
in the valley of the south Texas town of
Harlingen, Texas has culminated in
being a resident of McAlester, Okla.,

700 miles from his home town and place of birth.
Elizarde was the first Hispanic football playerto graduate

from East Central University in Ada in 1970, and his heritage
continues.

Elizarde attended school in Harlingen, Texas, where he
didn’t learn English until the 3rd grade. All Hispanic children
at the time were limited in learning until they first became
proficient in English. 

Elizarde and fellow Hispanic classmates were faced with
the obstacle of learning in a different language on a daily
basis.

In 1974, a federal law was passed called “Lau vs. Nichols”
that helped level the playing field. The United States
Supreme Court ruled that Hispanics had the right to be
taught in their own native language orally or in writing until
they became proficient in English. 

In 1965, Elizarde discovered the love of football at the
Harlingen High School. He wasn’t an imposing football
player, as he was only 5’8” and weighed in at 160 pounds,
but he played defensive linebacker although he was smaller
than the typical Texas 5A player. 

Elizarde could tackle and hit harder than anyone else on
the team, but he also excelled in academics. 

In the 1950’s, prior to accepting the coaching job in
Harlingen, I met Elvan George, the Head Football Coach at
Ada High School and later the Head Football Coach at East
Central University in Ada, Oklahoma. 

In 1965, I called George and told him about Ruben Elizarde.

Without telling Ruben why, I gave him George’s book on “Split-
T Football in High School,” and when Ruben read it, he said he
thought George was an “amazing man.”

George offered Ruben a half athletic football scholarship
and helped find him a summer job to help out with his
expenses at East Central.  

Until the summer of 1966, Ruben Elizarde had never
traveled out of south Texas.
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RUBEN ELIZARDE
East Central Football Scholar

by Don Brewington

Ruben Elizarde when Miller HS Coach

PEOPLE



Ruben Elizarde while Head Football Coach at Wescald HS.



LIFE IN OKLAHOMA     
In early August 1966, Elizarde took his first bus trip to Ada with two

suitcases in order to play football and gain a college education. He was on
his way to a state he had never been to and a college he had
never heard of until reading the Elvan George book.

From that start, Ruben Elizarde was the first
Hispanic to graduate from East Central in 1970. He
met his wife Karla while in college and together they
have raised two sons, Jordan and Jesse.

Elizarde has earned two college degrees and earned
winning records during his high school and college
football coaching career, including coaching at Baylor
University.

“Ruben Elizarde was one of the toughest players ever
to play football for East Central, bar none,” said Pat
O’Neal, the legendary coach at East Central said. “He
was one of our greatest All-Conference linebackers.”

Elizard and his wife Karla now reside in McAlester,
Oklahoma and are retired.    n

Above, an article praising Elizarde that appeared in the December 1,
1982 issue of Tiempo newspaper.
Left, Ruben’s wife Karla and his sons, Jordan on the left and Jessie on 
the right.






